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KNEBWORTH F.C.
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FOOTBALL KITS
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FOR OUR NEW
FOOTBALL KITS

Chairman’s welcome

W

ith the 2017/18 season
drawing to a close, we reflect
on the highlights of the past
12 months. Once again our thanks
go to Sean Westcott for producing
this memento, and to the army of
contributors of words and pictures. I
hope Goalposts provides a time capsule
for happy memories for many years to
come.
We’re fortunate to have generous
sponsors who support the club and
our teams, enabling us to ensure that
the players have the facilities, kit and
equipment they need to develop their
skills and enjoy their football. Please
show your thanks by using their
services where you can.
A special thank you to Knebworth
Village Trust and Stevenage
Community Trust for funding some
new kits for our youth
teams.
As ever we’re grateful
to our facilities partners
Knebworth school and
the parish councils of
Knebworth and Woolmer
Green. Without their
support we would not
have the capacity for so
many players to enjoy the
Beautiful Game.
This season we have won a few
pieces of silverware with the Reserves
lifting the historic Greg Cup, our U11s
victorious at the Welwyn Garden City
Youth tournament and, most recently,
our U11 Girls winning the Buntingford
Cougars tournament in a dramatic
penalty shootout.
It is a shame to see our U16 Girls
folding this summer; thank you to
Stuart Townsend, coach of five years,
and Lee Anderton, three years, for their
service. I’m delighted that Stuart will
be mentoring two of the players as
they embark on the coaching pathway
with our newest intake from the Girls
Football Development Programme.
There is an incredible amount of time
and effort given by so many volunteers
to keep the Club running and enable
us to offer football to the members, so
on their behalf: a huge thank you to all
of our committee members, managers,
coaches and team assistants.
A special ‘thank you’ to Clare Biddle
who stands down as General Secretary
after five years; Clare was an integral

part of the team which brought
together the three football clubs
and has steered them through the
FA’s administration minefield since.
The Club simply wouldn’t be what
it is without her. I’m pleased to say
that Clare will remain with the Senior
section, a role she’s held for 15 years
now.

2017/18 SEASON

It has been another busy season for
Sean Westcott as he has supported
Clare on youth administration matters,
while also coaching the U14s and U5s.
Thank you for all your hard work, Sean.

Vice-Chairman (Mini Soccer):
Tony Clare - 07725 521411

My personal thanks also to Dan Looney
who steps down as Vice-Chairman for
the Senior section after ten years. Dan
can be very proud of his achievements
in building a brighter future for the
Club.
I’m also sad to lose Tony
Clare from our Executive
Committee after three
years as Vice-Chairman for
the mini-soccer teams. The
Club has benefitted from
Tony’s input and infectious
enthusiasm over the past
five years as a coach.
We’re always looking for
more volunteers to coach
or take on a committee
role; if you can give an hour a week
or a couple of hours a month please
step forward. Roles include: coaching
youth players; organising fundraising
events; securing sponsorship; applying
for funding grants; working on the club
development plan; finding additional
facilities.
Vacancies we urgently wish to fill:
• General Secretary and Youth Section
Secretary
• Tournament Lead and supporters
• Presentation Day Lead and
supporters
If you can help, please get in touch
by emailing me:
stuart.biddle@knebworthfc.co.uk
I hope you all enjoy the summer break
and come back refreshed for the new
season.

Stuart

Stuart Biddle
Chairman
Knebworth Football Club.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Chairman:
Stuart Biddle - 07974 938651
General Secretary:
Clare Biddle - 07967 140219
Youth Section Secretary (Acting):
Sean Westcott - 07793 654816

Vice-Chairman (Youth):
Sean Westcott - 07793 654816
Vice-Chairman (Seniors):
Daniel Looney - 07495 994520
Vice-Chairman (Veterans):
Alastair Moye - 07799 332877
Treasurer (Youth):
Nicki Boyle
Treasurer (Veterans):
John Boyle
Minutes Secretary:
Mick Cooper
2017/18 YOUTH TEAM MANGERS
U4s
Cara Breckenridge
U5s:
Sean Westcott
U6s:
Mark Jeffery
U7s Org:
Paul Matthews
U7s Blk:
Daniel Ambrose
U8s Org:
Carl Smith
U8s Slv:
Jono Forde
U8s Blk:
Dean Edghill
U9s:
Stuart Brown
U10s Org: Tony Clare
U10s Slv: Marc Rawling
U10s Blk: James Hobbs
GU11s:
Fiona Davies
U11s Org: Paul Hewitt
U11s Blk: John Boyle
U12s Org: Darren Bedford
U12s Blk: Darren Aldrich
U13s:
Paul Hewitt
U14s:
Sean Westcott
GU16s:
Stuart Townsend
SENIOR TEAM MANGERS:
Christian Lett
Leon Gutzmore
Liam Errington
Ciara Allan
Ben Anderson
Carl Smith
Sam Bysouth
VETERANS TEAM MANAGERS:
James Hobbs
Lewis Coward
WELFARE OFFICERS:
Clare Biddle
Anne Pratt
Richard Thom
FIXTURES SECRETARY:
Abigail Rawling
© 2018 Knebworth Football Club.
All rights reserved.
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U4 TOTS
Squad:
Freddie Porter
Zach Banks
Oliver Griffiths
Callum Duguid
George Sheik
Matilda Ambrose
Molly Brownlie
Max Bangert
Savannah Flowerday
Maia Ayling
William Parsons
Head Coach:
Cara Breckenridge
Coach:
Mark Jeffery
Team Administrator:
Clare Biddle
Our Mini Ks have enjoyed their
first season with Knebworth
Football Club. They have all been
learning new skills and have
made great progress under the
watchful eye of our brilliant
coaches Cara and Mark. Our
little orange army have been a
great group to work with. We
hope they will continue to enjoy
playing and having fun.
Well done!
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MINI KS
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U5 CUBS
Squad:
Alex Edghill
Ashray Kuruvatti
Austen Pykerman
Bradley Crofts
Brandon Loo
Daniel Redfern
Dominic Kovacs-Kiss
Elias Zayed
Henry Clack
Henry McConnon
Henry Weaver
Isaac Jellett
Jacob Smith
Jake Hassett
Jake Large
Kyle Gilbert
Matthew Maguire
Oliver Westwick
Stanley Batts
Teddy Roberts
Tommy Harwood
Thomas Mansfield
Zachary Pointon
Head Coach:
Sean Westcott
Coaches:
Erika Kiss
Chris McConnon
Dean Edghill
Team Administrator:
Frankie Hughes
Junior Football Leaders
Thomas Westcott (Sept-Dec)
Harry Gentle (Dec-May)
Photography:
Danny Loo Photography

Wow! What a fun season the Under 5
Cubs have had. We’ve not always had
the best weather, and possibly the
worst winter on record, but when you
turn up and practice and we see you
all having fun it makes coaching really
rewarding.
As is normal for this age group there
are tears but we encourage them to
get involved and have fun so that we
can help them learn football through
storytelling and role play - football
wasn’t like this when we were their age
but learning in this way makes it so
much fun and really engaging for them.
This season has seen us concentrate
on ball mastery and FUNdamentals
so every player has had a ball at their
feet or we get them moving around in
fun ways. Our practices have included
cookie monsters, pirates, treasure,
jungle animals, aliens, sharks, Star Wars
Jedi’s and so many more fun things.
I have to thank everyone involved in
this age group. First of all many thanks
to the coaches, well done to Erika Kiss
and Chris McConnon for completing
their FA Level 1 courses. Many thanks to
Dean Edghill for helping out whenever
available. I have to thank my own son,
Thomas Westcott, for helping me get
this age group going and assisting me.
I’d like to thank Harry Gentle for helping
us as part of his Duke of Edinburgh
Award. Many thanks to Frankie Hughes
for being the Under 5 admin which is
such an important role in any team.
Lastly I have to thank all the players,
you have all been brilliant and you have
all shown us that you have learnt so
much. Some of the practice matches we
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now have at the end really show us how
much you have improved as players.
Next season sees the players continue
to develop their ball mastery skills along
with learning how to pass the ball. Built
into some of these practices will be
shooting so next season there are lots
of new fun things to learn and practice.
The Under 5s have two more coaches
joining them next season which will be
a great help, this will see this group of
players have the best coach to player
ratio of any age group in the club.
Towards the end of next season the
players will get to experience playing
in tournaments and playing their first
matches so if anyone knows of any
potential kit sponsors then please let us
know.
Now for the hardest part, and to select
just a few individuals for additional
recognition is really tough, especially as
everyone involved has shown massive
progress and development over the
course of the season.
For those that were unfortunate not to
win an additional award this time, the
challenge is for you to come back and
work even harder next season, making
it difficult for your coaches to ignore
your efforts! Keep practicing over the
summer, but also go out and practice
other sports, swimming, tennis, golf,
cricket etc. It’s so important at this age
that you experience lots of sport.
Enjoy the summer break and I hope to
see players and parents next season.
Sean Westcott

GOLD AWARD

SILVER AWARD

BRONZE AWARD

Austen Pykerman
Austen is a terrific young player
with lots of potential. He has shown
us over the course of the season
great energy and enthusiasm. He
has a fantastic shot on him that
many players older than him would
be jealous of.

Dominic Kovacs-Kiss
Dominic always arrives at training
with the biggest smile. He loves the
practices and this sees him always
give 100% and tries his best. Over
the season this confidence has seen
him improve and become a very
confident player on the ball.

Daniel Redfern
Daniel is another player with lots
of great energy and enthusiasm,
whatever the weather he’s one of
our most committed players. He
always tries hard and always has a
smile on his face.

Henry Clack
As the season progressed Henry
has impressed all the coaches with
his great dribbling skills and is
definitely one of our most improved
players. Combined with a polite and
respectful nature Henry has the
potential to be a great footballer.

Isaac Jellett
Isaac started the season quietly but
has become more involved as his
skills developed. Isaac always listens
to what the coaches say and always
plays with a smile on his face.
Respectful and keen to learn Isaac is
a pleasure to coach.

Matthew Maguire
Matthew is another player who
started the season quietly but
has grown in confidence as the as
season progressed. A keen learner,
Matthew always listens to the
coaches and always tries hard.

Twitter, Facebook and Instagram: @KnebFC Web: WWW.KNEBWORTHFC.CO.UK
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U6 CUBS
Squad:
Alex Hatherly
Alex Kirk
Alfie Plumb
Archie Aconley
Ben Stubbings
Francis Barton
Fraser Aitken-Mardlin
Henry Charter
Jared Batty
Lenny Hucker
Luke Jeffrey
Noah Millie
Oliver Wesson
Rafael Kobe Moniz
Riley Dean-Field
Theo Welch
Head Coach:
Mark Jeffery
Coaches:
Nick Jeffrey
Tom Lyon
Team Administrator:
Niki Plumb

Our group of players has remained
committed throughout the season,
despite at times awful weather.
They seem to have enjoyed the
change to regular use of the
Recreation Ground pitches.
We have focused on having fun,
while developing their confidence
with dribbling, passing and
shooting. Left foot and right foot.
In preparation for next season we
have started having short-sided
matches, building on the skills
exercises, introducing some of the
rules. It is evident that the players
are ready to play matches!
Highlights have been:
• The energy with which the players
have embraced the sessions
• The occasional goal celebration
straight out of Match of the Day
• End of session penalties against
Nathan from the under 9s
Over the summer we will give
them homework to improve their
confidence with the ball at their
feet, and get a better contact when
they pass or shoot. Next season we
will have two teams in a league,
starting January 2019, seeking to
play other teams of similar ability.
In accordance with FA guidelines we
will gradually stream the players
to play with others of similar
technical/physical/emotional/
psychological maturity. That
streaming will not be permanent
and there will be movement
between the two groups because
young players develop differently.
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We would like to thank Tom Lyon,
who has squeezed our sessions
in between his studies. Good luck
with those exams Tom! The players
have really connected with you and
we hope you can find the time to
continue with us next season.
Thank you to the parents for your
support. Thanks to Niki for stepping
up to provide valuable support and
counsel behind the scenes.
We have additional coaches and
a team sponsor lined up for next
season, and a new kit to be ordered.
For us as coaches it has been a very
enjoyable year and we look forward
to more of the same next season.

GOLD AWARD

SILVER AWARD

BRONZE AWARD

Henry Charter
Henry has shown a passion for
football. Henry is very focused
and always listens to the advice
and instructions from the coaches.
Henry is a great shot stopper when
in goal and really enjoys stopping
the opposition when coming on the
pitch to tackle.

Alex Kirk
Alex has been a star performer in
the training with his team. He is
always focused when we are doing
football drills. Always enjoying his
football with his teammates. Very
comfortable on the ball, and one on
ones with the keeper in training. We
are all looking forward to seeing him
develop even more when we step up
to matches next season.

Olly Wesson
Olly is another who plays with a
smile on his face. He is something
of a free spirit, but his dribbling and
shooting have really improved over
the season. And he has pulled off
some of the bravest goalkeeping we
have ever seen from a 5 year old.

Alex Hatherly
Alex plays with a smile on his face
and dynamite in his boots. He will
be deadly from set pieces - his
penalties already sting the keeper’s
hands. He listens and he tries and
that’s all a coach asks for.

Fraser Aitken-Mardlin
Fraser has really developed this
year since I took over the role of
head coach. He has always got a
smile on his face during training.
His technical ability and ball skills
have massively improved and his
confidence has grown with every
session.

Archie Aconley
Archie concentrates when he is
playing as much as anyone. He has
energy and spirit. He likes to tackle.
He likes to streak away down the
wing. His beloved Arsenal might yet
come calling (they need the help Ed)

Twitter, Facebook and Instagram: @KnebFC Web: WWW.KNEBWORTHFC.CO.UK
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U7 PUMAS
Sponsor:
Kitchens Ltd
Icon Connect
Puma Oranges:
Gracie Ephgrave
Jacob Smyth
Lennon Pilon
Matthew Jackson
Orryn Drackford
Seb Ambrose
Thomas Matthews
Zane Hudson
Puma Blacks:
Cruz Moniz
Finley Ayling
Jack Rose
Jake Banks
Lenny Jex
Lenny Hadley
Liam Haley
Matthew Prentice
Nikhal Kuruvatti
Manager:
Daniel Ambrose
Coaches:
Paul Matthews
Jay Drackford
Dan Looney
Ian Banks
Team Administrator:
Carrie Ambrose

The Squad
The season has really been a game
of two halves for the U7 Pumas. The
team had such a great start, with
each player developing their skills
and becoming more passionate
about the game which led to
lots of friendlies on the run up to
Christmas. All of the Puma squad
were very keen to play games on
a regular basis, which is testament
not only to how much the team
love playing but also enjoy playing
together. The club were able to
obtain entry to the Mid-Herts
League for the teams at the start of
2018. This saw the main squad take
on two teams, the Oranges and the
Blacks.
Puma Oranges
The Puma Oranges team started
in the more challenging Mid Herts
yellow league with a high scoring
win to give them a massive
confidence boost in their first ever
league game.
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It has certainly been a brilliant
season and the whole team
continue to always fight on
through. The teams commitment
has been exceptional all season and
even when a few goals down, their
heads never drop and are always
battling to the end.
The biggest thing to take away
week in week out is the fun they are
all clearly having playing football.
There have been many highlights
over the season and some incredible
goals scored. The highlight reel
continued right up to the last game
of the season with a narrow loss to
Panshanger, but included some of
the best corners we have seen all
season and three world class goals.
Puma Blacks
The Puma U7 Blacks team started
2018 by breaking into the Mid
Herts blue league and have spent
the whole season improving week
on week. Continuing to really
develop their understanding of

KITCHENS LTD

ICON CONNECT

football, the team continue to
improve their football skills as
individuals and a whole team. There
has been a step change in the
improvement across the whole team
and all the coaches are proud of
their big steps forward as a team.
The highlight game came late in
the season when they battled to
a well deserved draw against Bury
Rangers, a team that had previously
beaten them twice. An incredible
team effort which was by far the
best performance of the season,
including some memorable goals
and world class saves from the
keepers.
We are all confident that a win will
be on the cards early next season.

From the coaches
The beginning of 2018 saw two
new coaches join the squad, Jay
Drackford and Ian Banks, and thanks
to Jay’s connection with Marriotts
Sports Centre in Stevenage and the
dedication of the two new members,
the team were able to take on midweek training. This proved incredibly
popular and important for the
growth of the Pumas. The whole
squad have also had the continued
and unrivaled commitment from
Daniel Ambrose, Paul Matthews and
Dan Looney as coaches.
A big thanks to all the coaching
staff who are as always committed
to the whole squad and tirelessly
organising games and training.
Their passion has been embraced
by all the players this season and

is reflected in how they continue to
play, progress and love the game.
It has been a truly memorable
season and we are very very proud
of both the Puma teams.
Goodbye Dan Looney
At the end of this season
Dan Looney will be leaving the
Pumas as a coach. He has been
instrumental in the development of
the team starting with them when
they were the Tots. His passion for
football has inspired the team as
they’ve grown and he has a genuine
love for all the players. Both the
team and the parents will very
much miss him and thank him for
his dedication and support.

GOLD AWARD

SILVER AWARD

BRONZE AWARD

Oranges - Thomas Matthews
Thomas is a consistent and excellent
all round player. He has a great
attitude and always puts in 100%
both in matches and training.
Thomas has super knowledge and
understanding of the game. With
his technical ability and strong team
player skills, he is a credit to the
team.

Oranges - Zane Hudson
Zane is a strong player that has
developed greatly across the
season. He has scored some
amazing goals but also worked hard
on his passing ability, which has led
to him achieving this award. He is a
real asset to the team.

Oranges - Jacob Smyth
Jacob is very deserving of this
award as he is a powerful player,
always battles for the ball and never
gives up. He never shys away from
a tackle or afraid of getting hurt!
He is a committed, dedicated and
popular team player.

Blacks - Lenny Jex
Lenny always listens well to
instructions and pays attention
during matches and training. He
has a real desire to improve his
game and is becoming one of the
most developed players in the team.
His understanding of the game
has also really improved over the
season.

Blacks - NIkhil Kuruvatti
This vote was unanimous across
all the coaches, Nikhil is incredibly
deserving of this award due to his
unfailing commitment, passion and
attitude to the game. He always
tries his best, wants to learn and is
an absolute pleasure to train.

Blacks - Liam Haley
Liam is a really strong player and
versatile in any position - happy to
play both in goal and up front! He
has scored some world-class goals
this season and has come on leaps
and bounds as a player and very
deserving of this award.

Twitter, Facebook and Instagram: @KnebFC Web: WWW.KNEBWORTHFC.CO.UK 11

U8 JAGUARS
Sponsor:
Sportzone UK
Squad:
Alex Harwood
Bobby Goldsmith
Freddie Purser
Jamie Hanlon
Joshua Smith
Lucas Westwick
Noah Anderson
Seth Veasey
Manager:
Carl Smith
Coaches:
Dean Edghill
Jonathan Forde
George Garstang
Team Administrator:
Beverley Vincent

What another great season! Its
been an absolute pleasure to coach
the Oranges this year. The boys
are starting to play some really
excellent football at times as their
technical skills, decision making and
understanding goes from strength
to strength.
After starting lower down the MHL
than was right for the team, at the
turn of the year we were moved
into the right division and they
haven’t looked back – enjoying their
football on a weekly basis in some
really entertaining and competitive
games. What is great about this
group of players is that they turn up
excited and buzzing ready to play
football, it’s so refreshing to see.
They have also started to develop
a really important quality of never
giving up. If they concede, if they
go a few goals behind, if they try
something and it doesn’t work –
they keep going and going and
trying to do the things that they are
good at and try and play the way
we want to play. In the last couple
of months of the season the boys
are looking to pass and bring their
teammates into the game at the
right times which is really pleasing
to see.
Each and every player has had
their stand out moments and
the most pleasing part from a
coaching perspective is that we
have had some really excellent team
performances at times this season.
A few highlights for me
personally….
• Their first game together away to
Cuffley, a proud moment to see
them ready for their first game at
U8s.
• The first game in their
current division away to
Wheathampstead, when after
trailing a few times they came
back to win a close match.
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•K
 eeping a clean sheet away
to Chars Youth, a superb team
performance where all the boys
were fantastic.
This group of players are developing
into a super little side and while
they keep having fun, learning and
enjoying their football, I can only
see them moving from strength
to strength as we go into 7-a-side
next season.
Finally, to thank a few people firstly to Jono, Dean and George
another enjoyable season as a
coaching team, to Ben (Noah’s dad)
from Sportzone UK for sponsoring
our new home kit, to all the parents
who support the boys week in/week
out and to my Mum (Beverley) who
has taken on the admin duties for
the team this season. You have all
helped and contributed and I am
very grateful!
Carl

SPORTSZONE

MANAGERS' PLAYER OF THE
SEASON
Lucas Westwick - Lucas has had
an excellent season, he is a strong
dribbler who will drive down
the wing and look to cross for a
teammate or score himself. He
works tirelessly to win the ball
back and has really worked on his
timing of releasing the ball for his
teammates. Well done Lucas!

ORANGES

PLAYERS' PLAYER OF THE SEASON

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER

Bobby Goldsmith - Has really
improved as the season has
progressed. His self-confidence
has increased and he runs, chases
and tackles for fun. He has really
developed his passing and has
started chipping in with a few
goals. I’m glad his season has been
recognised by his fellow players.
Well done Bobby!

Jamie Hanlon - Having moved into
the Oranges squad midway through
the season, Jamie has gone from
strength to strength. He reads the
game very well to win the ball and
is a strong dribbler with an eye for
a pass. Has also put in some great
performances in goal making a
number of brilliant saves. Well done
Jamie!

Twitter, Facebook and Instagram: @KnebFC Web: WWW.KNEBWORTHFC.CO.UK 13

U8 JAGUARS
Sponsor:
Martin Tyler
Squad:
Alfie Large
Finn Hobbs
Freddy Forde
Jack Sharp
Jude Smith
Mikhail Zarinova
Oliver Ragless
Sean Gavin
Manager:
Jonathan Forde
Coaches:
Carl Smith
Dean Edghill
Coaching Assistant:
George Garstang
Team Administrator:
Beverley Vincent

As our first season of league
football draws to a close we must
be so proud of all the players for
their efforts this season. They have
developed well and shown that
throughout some great victories
and some heavy defeats, they’ve
continued to play with smiles on
their faces and enjoyed competing
at their level. We are extremely
happy that week in, week out,
the boys show up at training and
matches and try their best to
play well and enjoy their football.
Well done Alfie (goal of the year),
Finn (keeper of the year), Freddy
(hattrick of the year), Jack (tackle
of the year), Jude (skill of the year),
14
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Misha (defender of the year), Oliver
(pass of the year and celebration
of the year) and Sean (goalscorer
of the year). Many different
skills make a good player so it is
important that you all contribute
to the team so well. You should be
very proud of yourselves.
Thank you to all the parents that
have helped out on Saturday
mornings with the erection of goals,
flags and respect banners, acting as
Match Day delegate and making the
most difficult of choices in choosing
man of the match.
Bev has been an absolute star with

MARTIN TYLER

the support provided this year on
the admin side. I guess you never
stop being a soccer mom, even
when your son is in his late thirties
;-) George has continued to support
us this year and been a great help
in both the coaching side and
refereeing. Thank you both – things
wouldn’t be as easy without your
support.
We were lucky enough this season
to receive a sponsorship donation

MANAGERS PLAYER
OF THE SEASON
Oliver Ragless has made a big
impression since joining. He’s great
at picking out a pass and always
makes an impact on the pitch. He’s
comfortable in any position, has
made crucial interceptions and
popped up with quite a few goals.
I’m looking forward to watching
him go from strength to strength. A
great player in the making.

SILVERS
from Martin Tyler. Martin generously
offered to supply the boys with
new shirts, shorts and socks and
it has been great to see the boys
altogether in their matching kit with
shirts that they won’t be growing
out of any time soon!
It will be exciting next year to move
on to a bigger pitch with bigger
squads and see how the boys adapt
to the new format. We will continue
to help the boys develop in various

positions and enjoy watching
them train and play each week. In
the meantime boys, use the long
Summer days to keep developing
your skills, get plenty of touches on
the ball and practice the basics as
well as the fancy things you see on
tv. See you all back in August. Enjoy
your break.

PLAYERS PLAYER OF THE SEASON

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER

Sean Gavin made a big impact
in the Silvers this year and I can
see why his team mates voted for
him as their Player of the Season.
Athletic, fast and with a powerful
shot, Sean rattled in a huge number
of goals and kept as many out with
his great defending and stints in
goal too.

Attitude is an important factor
in great footballers and Mikhail
Zarinova has shown this year that
great football is linked to a great
attitude. Misha has matured this
year applying great attitude in
training and on the pitch. A fast and
strong player who will be a great
contributor to our side next season.
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U8 JAGUARS
Sponsor:
3D Innovations
Squad:
Aqueel Fauz
Matthew Kovaks-Kiss
Mitchell Armstrong
Oliver Stafford
Owen Edghill
Manager:
Dean Edghill
Coaches:
Carl Smith
Jonathan Forde
Team Administrator:
Beverley Vincent

The Blacks squad found the
transition into competitive matches
challenging this season, particularly
in the first half of the season. I am
very proud that their commitment
and enthusiasm levels never
dropped and their attitude towards
learning and developing has been
fantastic.
We started to see the rewards of
the players excellent attitude and
hard work in the second half of
the season becoming much more
competitive within matches and
growing in confidence every week.
I was extremely proud to receive
much praise from opposition
managers who noticed the
improvement the boys had made. It
is a testament to the hard work and
the never give up attitude that this
squad have
Highlight of the season for me
was finally scoring our first goal, a
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penalty scored by Matthew. It was
fabulous seeing the boy’s jubilant
celebrations (as well as the parents
who were just as jubilant) and I’m
pleased the goals flowed more
frequently after that moment.
It has been a pleasure coaching the
Blacks squad, I am proud of the
development they have made this
season both as individuals and as
a squad and I want to thank them
for their hard work and for their
infectious fun spirits they bring to
every game and training session.
We finished the season strongly
and I look forward to taking this
momentum into the next season
where I have no doubt they will
continue to develop positively
and grow in confidence making a
successful transition into 7 a-side
matches and merging squads with
the Silvers.

3D INNOVATIONS

MANAGERS' PLAYER
OF THE SEASON
Aqueel Fauz
Aqueel has been consistently one
of our top performers for the Blacks
this season always giving 100%
commitment. Aqueel is a skillful
attack minded player and is never
shy at trying his skills within a
match. Although a very quiet lad,
he leads by example with his great
attitude and determination in both
training and match days and is a
pleasure to coach

BLACKS

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER

ONE TO WATCH

Mitchell Armstrong
This season Mitchell’s mastery of
the ball has improved significantly
becoming a quick and skillful
dribbler with an eye to spot a pass
and execute it successfully. His
improved skill set now complements
his determination in the tackle and
his passion and determination to
win on the pitch.

Oliver Stafford
Like most players within the Blacks
squad, Oliver found the transition
into competitive matches tough. In
the second half of the season Oliver
made significant progress within his
game in particular his reading of the
game and positional sense ensuring
he is in the right place to make
vital interceptions and last-minute
tackles. He has also developed a
calmness in possession of the ball
improving his pass distribution.
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U9 LYNXES
Sponsor:
Stevenage Sheet Metal
Squad:
Archie Baynes
Ashton Harrison
Dan Weston
George Plows
Harrison Brown
Harry Ryan
Luke Bedford
Maddox Loveland
Micaiah Daly
Nathan Jeffrey
Remi Blancheteau
Teddy Thomas
Zach Le Gaufey
Managers:
Stuart Brown
Nick Jeffrey
Coach:
Alex Parker
Team Administrator:
Alison Brown

The Lynxes have had a great
season where we have seen an
improvement in team play which
became more evident with the
players buying into the introduction
of the “3Ps” – passing, position
and positivity. After starting off
in the wrong division, the team
kept their spirit during challenging
matches and maintaining our ethos
of passing the ball. More recently,
we have found our level and are
involved with competitive matches
each and every week.
Parents and players may have some
highlights of their own but here are
a few of the coaches:
• Teddy’s last minute winner to seal
a comeback win in the quarter
finals
• Ashton’s dancing feet and
top corner screamer against
Panshanger
• Maddox’s tenacity and fight for
the ball against Hertford
• Luke’s dribble from the halfway
line to score his first goal of the
season
• Harrison’s influence and 2 goals in
the first round of the cup
• Nathan both flying down the wing
or always holding his position in
defence
• Micaiah last minute save away at
Harlow to earn us a draw
• Coaches' match delegate award
goes to Charlene Leighton (high
viz suits you!)
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During the season we have
welcomed new players George,
Maddox, Micaiah and Zach who
have integrated within the team
straight away. We have also said
goodbye to Remi and his valued left
foot.
Thanks to all of the parents for
helping set up so the coaches can
focus on the players. A huge thanks
to Alex who always turns up an
inch taller for each training session/
match to support the team and
offer his advice to the children. Also
a massive thank you to Alison for
organising our squad, setting up
matches each week and structuring
all communications (we shall
buy you a speel chocker for next
season). Lastly a thank you to our
new sponsor Stevenage Sheet Metal
who helped us buy a much needed
new kit. All of your support for next
season will be much appreciated,
thank you.
Next season, we look forward to
having Zach during matches and
having Jon Plows as a coach. With
a more consistent squad, we shall
start the season at the right level
and looking forward to continuous
development of each and every
players’ ability whilst having fun at
the same time.

PARENTS'/PLAYERS' PLAYER
OF THE SEASON

MANAGERS' SPECIAL AWARD
(TOP GOALSCORER)

Dan Weston
As voted by players and parents.
Dan leads by example both in
training and matches. Dan listens
attentively during training and
demonstrates the “3Ps” each and
every week. He scores goals, makes
goals and stops goals.

Archie Baynes
Archie was a close second to also
winning Parents'/Players' Player
this season. He has immense
strength to hold off players and
finish with power and accuracy.
Always competitive in what he gets
involved in and has been focused at
training especially at the start of the
season.

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
George Plows
George has been a delightful new
addition to our squad. He has
focused during training and given
his all during matches. He has
become a destructive force across
the pitch and is committed to
whatever position he is playing and
always gives his all.

CLUBMAN AWARD
Harry Ryan
Harry has worked hard during
the season on his strength, skills
and ball control. Harry had a
turnaround mid-season where he
has rediscovered his appetite for the
game demonstrated recently with
his composed free kick goal in the
last game of the season.
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U10 SABRES
Sponsors:
Stevenage Van Hire
V&S Scaffolding
Squad:
Cian Toal
Conor McInerney
Daniel Green
Flynn Godfrey
George Jobling
Harrison Lovelock
Harry Garner
Harry Purser
Harry Stafford
Jack Celen
Jack Nolson
Jack Rawling
Jacob Prentice
Jake Wright
Jamie Flowerday
Jobe Orphanou
Joe Howells
Kyran Morrison
Louis Hobbs
Matthew Norris
Myles Resker-Stirrup
Oliver Lyon
Reuben Woodfield
Rufus Jenner
Samuel Harwood
Stanley Clare
Theo Farr
Thomas Redfern
Toby Crofts
Vishnu Parmar
Under 9 Girls:
Sadie Feavearyear
India Jackson
Grace Rist
Head Coaches:
Tony Clare
Coaches:
Marc Rawling
James Hobbs
Chris Norris
Junior Football Leaders:
Luke Howells
Ethan Godfrey
Ollie Ford
Team Administrator:
Abi Rawling
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It seems like only yesterday that
I was writing this article for last
season. This season has been our
toughest yet, but individually, and
collectively the boys have had an
outstanding season, showing great
progress throughout.
Unfortunately at the end of this
season there will be some changes,
with some of the players moving
on to new ventures. I'd like to wish
anyone leaving all the best for the
future.
Just after Christmas we invited the
U9 girls to train with us as they
were unable to train elsewhere.
This I hope really helped them with
their confidence and skills and I’m
confident that they will attract
more players next season to build a
full squad.
We again need to thank our
sponsors, Diane from Stevenage
Van Hire, and Debbie from V&S
Scaffolding. As always, without
their help and support, we would
not have been able to kit the boys
out for matches and training. Diane
has again kindly offered to sponsor
the team for the coming season, so
the boys will have a new kit to look
forward to. Our biggest thank you
of all goes to Abi for continuing to
be our team administrator. She has
the task of organising the games
each week, telling us what players
are available, and not available, and
keeping us all in check. If you could
see the spreadsheets she sends us
you would understand why we now
call her Statto! You, the parents,
are just as important as us coaches
in the boy’s development. Every
week you bring them to training or
games, in all weather and support
them through the good times and
the bad. We can see the smiles on
their faces when you praise them,
and this helps us in our jobs, as
happy children are a delight to
coach.

We have now completed three
seasons in league format, and
despite this year being our toughest
yet, the development the boys have
shown has been first class. Every
Individual has improved in their
abilities, and they have all learnt
extra skills since the start of the
season. We have continued with our
policy of playing out from the back,
passing and moving. At times this
has been hard for the boys, but they
have shown great determination
and perseverance, and have
progressed brilliantly. The football
they are now playing is fantastic.
We also get them to pressure the
opposition as soon as they get the
ball, and despite them having to
play at a high tempo, they always
give their all and never give up. On
most occasions the opposition know
they have been in a game. All three
teams have been very competitive
in their divisions and we hope all
the players progress again next
season.
I couldn’t have done this without
the help of my coaching team. My
other three coaches Marc, James
and Chris contribute in many ways,
and with all our experience we
always managed to find the right
solution as a team. Unfortunately
Jack stepped aside this season
but our three younger coaches,
Luke, Ollie, and Ethan have made
great strides in different ways and
continually offer advice and ideas
in training and games. They have
taken on more responsibility in
training as the season has gone
on, and the boys really listen to
them now. As always the Sabres
would not be where they are today
without each, and every one, of the
coaching team.

ORANGES

Wow, where do I start?!?
This has been a tough season
for the boys but I could not be
any prouder as to the way they
have responded and conducted
themselves throughout. I always
knew how good the boys were
and although we have not been as
consistent as I would like at times,
the end to the season has seen us
play some of the best football I have
seen at this age group, anywhere.
On numerous occasions over the last
five games the referee or opposition
managers or parents have said what
a great side we are - praise indeed!
Unfortunately this is the end of the
road for myself and the Oranges
and I wish the boys that are leaving
us all the best for the future, I'm
sure they will succeed in their
new ventures. For those that are
staying, I'm sure with some hard
work and some luck, you will get to
this level and beyond.
Transitioning to 9-a-side is an
exciting prospect and I’m sure you
will go from strength to strength
once you get used to the larger
pitches and the dreaded offside
rule! Talking of which, I hope all the
Dads (and Mums) are doing their

homework on inesman duties for
next season :-).
Just a final few words on this
season though as we have seen
some great performances in what
is a really tough division with some
really good teams in it. Some of
the goals we have scored have
been outstanding, long range
efforts, high pressure goals where
defenders have made mistakes but
recently a goal of pure beauty from
back to front all along the floor. The
boys have always stuck to their
guns and tried to play at all times,
yes mistakes have been made but
they have always supported each
other in these moments and just
got back on with the game. Some
game highlights for me include the
early season 4-4 draw at Cuffley;
the draw with Cheshunt and more
recently the two wins which finished
the season on a high against
Sumners and Pro Direct. How have
we done this? Well everybody has
worked equally hard and in their
own right, with each individual able
to influence a game at any moment.
Most importantly for me, during
the difficult mid-season, they stuck
together and worked hard in games
and in training and eventually it
started to pay dividends.

It has been a pleasure to be the
coach of the Oranges for five
seasons and hopefully you will all
continue with your football for
many more.
Enjoy the summer break and all the
best for next season.
Tony
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SILVERS

When I looked back at last year’s write
up I couldn’t quite believe that an
entire year has passed since writing it!
That write up concluded, “I have no
doubt that they will excel next season
and continue to grow as both a team
and individually.”
Not only have they all grown as
predicted, but they have excelled way
above, and beyond my expectations.
Coaching them has been a privilege
and an honour, and they fill me with
immense pride week after week.
Ethan has been our assistant coach
for much of the season and his
enthusiasm and understanding if
what makes the boys tick has been
invaluable. Whilst we joke that he is
our lucky charm, there is no doubt
that it’s much more than luck! Well
done and thank you Ethan.
We found ourselves in a higher
division this season, after the success
of the previous year, and the team
stepped up to the plate from the very
start. The first four matches saw three
wins and a draw, confidence was
22
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high and they played with freedom,
expression and masses of self-belief.
As the weather closed in, the
matches became tighter and they
were put to the sword on numerous
occasions. Postponed games, frozen
pitches, and arctic winds are not our
teams preferred conditions! But it is
testament to their fantastic attitude
that I can put my hand on my heart
and say that they NEVER GAVE UP.
We have ended the season having
won and lost the same number of
games (with a few draws thrown in
for good measure). The boys have
experimented, developed and learnt
from all their experiences this season
and have come out the other side as
better footballers than when they
went in.
I have been delighted with how
they have started to apply more
complicated tactical instructions, as
well as holding their shape as a team.
We have tried different formations
throughout the season, and the boys
have applied their understanding of
the game to real world situations. This

experience and learning will stand
them in good stead as we move to
9-a-side.
There have been some memorable
games where we have carved teams
apart with accurate through balls and
creative passing. Games where our
defence have been like a rock whilst
under the cosh. Games where they
have battled tirelessly in midfield
to win back possession; and not
to forget, some sublime goals, and
awesome saves. I would have paid
good money to watch a number of the
matches this season!
It’s those moments of togetherness
and determination that the boys
should most proud of. Winning games
is a great feeling and they have had a
real taste of that this season. But just
as important is them trying their very
best to improve; match after match, to
be the best they can be.
Well done Silvers on our best season
yet!
Marc

BLACKS

The Blacks continued to progress
really well this season. As
confidence, concentration and
organisation developed through
the season it allowed their passing
ability and skills to shine through in
the final third of the season.
Being scheduled to play several
new teams who should have been
in higher divisions gave us a very
tough start to the season. However,
the boys kept working hard and put
in some good performances without
the reward of a win. Three heavy
defeats in a row after Christmas
were tough, and for a few weeks
heads were dropping in the second
half of matches. However, without
fail, it was forgotten by training
on Monday, and the boys arrived
with their usual enthusiasm and
positivity.
It takes some resilience to keep a
clean sheet after 3 heavy defeats,
but that is what happened. Out
of nowhere came a 1-0 win, which
proved to be a turning point for
the boys. Hanging on to the one
goal lead as Welwyn Pegasus threw

everything at us was a stressful
experience for coaches and parents!
The boys pressed their opponents
and blocked shots until the final
whistle, by which point the adults
were all too drained to celebrate.

celebrated with passion by the
whole squad. I’m very proud of the
progression they have made, and
proud of their resilience, we will
have more fun next year! Long may
it continue!

The win really boosted confidence,
and the hard work from the boys
and coaches at training began
to pay off. The boys started to
concentrate more, keep their shape,
press effectively and stayed more
organised – it made a big difference,
allowing them to pass and attack as
a team.

James

A 2-2 draw in April was a fantastic
example of the progression. 2-0
down in the second half, the boys
did not give up and attacked with
speed and skill, creating numerous
chances, until they levelled the score
with the final kick of the game. We
all celebrated that goal!
Nine of the squad of ten will
carry on next year which shows
the fantastic team spirit and
enthusiasm for the game we have
with these boys. Goals are always
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U10 SABRES (continued)
Toby Crofts - With a great set of feet,
Toby can both defend and attack,
having further developed his attacking
mind, now knowing when and where the
silky skills are needed, and when to play
the simple pass.
Jack Nolson - Jack is the powerhouse
of the team, using his strength to keep
possession for his team. Towards the
end of the season, he has now tried
his hand at defence as a commanding
presence at the centre of a back three.
Kyran Morrison - Kyran is a player who
is constantly improving, and always has
a smile on his face and is a joy to coach
and play with. His ability to pass the
ball in the midfield area has more than
doubled this year, and he still shows a
desire to work hard for his team.
Thomas Redfern - Thomas is the fastest
player in the team, and his pace at the
back has got us out of trouble many a
time, making crucial last ditch tackles
with players through on goal. He is also
one of the more vocal players, always
helping his teammates.
Harrison Lovelock - Having previously
played solely in goal, he has proven a
safe pair of hands, capable of pulling off
world class saves. But recently, Harrison
has played out on pitch, and showed a
calmness on the ball, and scored a goal
which saw us pick up our second result
of the season.
Jack Rawling - Being a good keeper is
as much about being in the right place
at the right time and Jack has done a
great job of doing that this season. His
distribution has been excellent and he
has made numerous match winning
saves. By knowing when to come off
his line, and when to stick, Jack has
improved again this year.
Jacob Prentice - Has a superb turn of
skill and excels in runs down the line
then cutting back to deliver a great
cross. Jacob is bubbly and confident and
loves to crack a joke or two. He rarely
lets things get him down and he keeps
spirits up amongst the team with his
humour and positive attitude.
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Myles Resker - Has an eye for the right
pass at the right time. This season
has seen him play in a wide variety of
positions, and this is testament to his
understanding of the game. Always in
the right position to make a well timed
tackle or pick out a team mate. Truly
versatile, Myles can switch from attack
to defence brilliantly.
Jack Celen - Has played brilliantly in
defence this year, which was not where
he started when he came to Knebworth
FC. His positional play means that very
little gets past him and he has calmness
on the ball which can help settle the
team. His teammates thrive on this
confidence and he often delivers a solid
clearance, pass to feet or even run into
midfield.
Jake Wright - Has had a great season
and scored some sublime goals with
deadly accuracy. What has stood out for
me this season is the number of assists
to Jakes name as well as goals, as he
continues to develop his passing game.
Always hungry for the win, Jake brings a
powerful competitive edge to the team.
Theo Farr - Always the one to make
that last ditch run across the pitch and
save his team. Theo’s lighting speed and
outstanding timing make him invaluable
in the back line. Twice this season he
has scored from distance during games
where we looked to be on the back foot.
An expert at holding up the opposition,
giving team mates time to track back.
Jamie Flowerday - Driving runs;
full stretch tackles; quick interplay
with Reubs and Stan - these are the
trademarks of Jamie's play. Jamie
started the season as our central
defensive midfielder and was the
enforcer but as the season went on and
we changed our formation he flourished
again in a more advanced role taking his
chances to score. Sad to see him leave
the team - we wish him well!
Samuel Harwood - What a great season
from this young man, who is now able
to convert his energy and fun into
consistently high team performances,
seemingly at will. A natural competitor,
Samuel remains strong in the tackle
and is often seen tirelessly running to

support his team mates. Coupled with
his flair and drive, he has become a very
potent midfielder indeed and will only
improve as he grows. Sad to see him
leave the team - we wish him well!
Flynn Godfrey - Cool. Calm. Collected.
Flynn is unflappable at the centre
of defence. He reads the game well,
making crucial intercepts with ease,
always releasing the ball early to begin
the counter attack. Towards the end of
the season we have also seen a return
to some of his amazing driving runs
- something he does often at training
- and we look forward to seeing more
of this in the new season. Flynn always
performs the role he is asked - a great
team player indeed!
Cian Toal - Cian joined our squad last
summer and has had a massive impact
on our season. From the start of the
season to the end we have seen nothing
but improvement in Cian’s play. Cian
started as a more advanced player but
has now settled into a more defensive
role in the team and we have seen his
appetite for a tackle grow in recent
weeks. I truly believe Cian will get
better and better next season now he
has adjusted to life in a higher division

5 Years’ Service Award:
Stanley Clare
Toby Crofts
Jamie Flowerday
Flynn Godfrey
Daniel Green
Samuel Harwood
Joe Howells
Rufus Jenner
Oliver Lyon
Matthew Norris
Vishnu Parmar
Jacob Prentice
Jack Rawling
Myles Resker-Stirrup
Harry Stafford
Reuben Woodfield
Jake Wright

PLAYERS’ PLAYER OF THE SEASON
ORANGES - Stanley Clare
Week in, week out, Stan puts in more
effort and hard miles than any other
player in the team - full stop. Combining
that work ethic with his dribbling skills,
awareness, tackling and tenacity and
you have a real game changer - and he
has done that for us, time after time,
this season. As well as scoring a hat full
of goals (Sabres top scorer this season),
he has numerous assists and goal line
clearances to his credit. Still one to
watch for the future...
SILVERS - Conor McInerney
Full of energy, and cheeky at times. This
has been Conor's first full season and
he gives every game 100%. He loves
to run with the ball and has great feet
to keep control at full sprint. As his
football mind has grown he has looked
to pick out the killer pass, especially as
the season has gone on. He has found
himself one on one numerous times
this season and has slotted away many
goals as well as penalty or two.
BLACKS - Jobe Orphanou
In his first year at the club, Jobe has
slotted straight into the team and it
feels like he’s always been there. He is a
great carrier of the ball, and will always
track back to help his team defend as
well.
MANAGER'S PLAYER OF THE SEASON
ORANGES - Harry Stafford
One of our most consistent and talented
players, Harry has simply excelled
this season. Game after game he has
maintained focus, even in the coldest
of conditions, and then gone on to pull
off match saving (or winning) saves,
time after time. Also pleasing to see
is his thoughtful distribution - which
can quickly turn defence into a potent
attack! More than ever, he is now doing
it with a smile on his face which is great
to see. Harry is going to be a formidable
goalkeeper in future although expect
some tough times when the goals get
bigger next season Harry.
ORANGES - Reuben Woodfield
Some things can't be taught. However
if you are looking for a player that
makes the seemingly impossible look
easy, look no further than Reuben. His
ability to pick a pass; body swerve his
way past defenders and control a ball
at maximum stretch are simply a joy
to watch. He has also added scoring
goals in the latter part of the season.
Not simple knock-ins from being in the
right place at the right time (which

he does) but also moments of genius
beyond his years. Chris often says when
he performs such magic "I taught him
that!" - the truth being of course that he
didn't and wouldn't know how to do it
himself! Sad to see him leave the team we wish him well!
SILVERS - Harry Garner
There is no shortage of passion and
desire to win in Harry, and he has a
fantastic commitment to his game.
Always pushing himself to the limit and
giving every ounce of effort in every
match. Every team needs a Harry G
who will drive his team mates on with a
shout of encouragement when behind,
and the first to punch the air when
things are going well. Well done Harry
on another great season.
SILVERS - Harry Purser
Has made the defensive midfield role
his this season and can control a game
form the centre of the park. Harry’s
quick feet mean he can skip out of
trouble and buy himself the time to look
for that all important through ball to
his team mates. His unselfish attitude
means he racks up the assists. His love
for the games is clear at half time when
he always has a positive point to make
to his team mates. A fantastic all round
footballer, and a pleasure to coach.
BLACKS - Daniel Green
The engine of the team, on and off the
pitch Danny is a bundle of energy, and
once he gets on the field he is capable
of making a crunching tackle or going
on one of his trademark mazy runs. This
year, he has also increased his positional
awareness, and his football brain has
really improved.
MOST IMPROVED PLAYERS
ORANGES - Joe Howells
Despite it being a tough season for Joe
with some time out with illness, he has
really impressed us with his work rate,
consistency and ability to perform a role
for the team, when asked. We all know
Joe has a tremendous shot but it is his
ability to read the game; his tenacity
in defence and his vision in picking out
a long pass that have developed most
this season. Simply put, a fantastic team
player that can be relied upon week
after week and whom is improving all
the time. Well done Joe!
SILVERS - George Jobling
I have been hugely impressed with the
way in which George has approached
his football this season. He has really
applied himself and listened to the
advice of the coaches. It is not always

easy to adapt and try different things,
but this is what George has done so well
this year. I have seen someone who has
grown in confidence, and in turn ability,
and is now a true all-rounder who can
continue to grow with his new found
abilities, he has become an outstanding
midfielder.
BLACKS - Ollie Lyon
A real utility player, Ollie can slot into
both the midfield and attack, having
turned into a deadly finisher at the top
end of the pitch. Another boy who has
lots of energy on and off the pitch, he
can often be heard encouraging his
teammates.
BLACKS - Vishnu Parmar
A pleasure to coach, Vishnu has been
the rock at the back of our team, Mr.
Reliable. He rarely misses a tackle, and
this year, his positional awareness has
allowed him to organise us in defence,
making sure everyone is marked up.
CLUBMAN AWARD
ORANGES - Matthew Norris
Mr Dependable is how we see him. Last
season was Matthew’s first season with
the Oranges and this season we have
seen how much he has learnt as he has
grown from strength to strength. Not
only now does he time his tackles to
perfection, you more often than not see
him in the right place at the right time
clearing the danger. As the season has
gone on his passing has improved 100%
and he is more and more confident in
his ability. He is never fazed by any
situation and is always fully committed.
SILVERS - Rufus Jenner
Using his calm demeanour, Rufus is able
to influence the game no matter what
position he plays in. There is no pressure
that can faze him, and he will never
complain. Rufus is reliable and rock solid
on the field, and is also a voice of reason
in the squad. He asks the intelligent
questions, and he is always focussed on
the task in hand. When faced with not
being able to play one week, Rufus came
and stood in as assistant coach – a true
team player and sportsman.
BLACKS - Louis Hobbs
There is rarely a player on the football
pitch who has such calmness and
control on the ball as Louis, and he often
picks out a killer ball to send the strikers
through on goal. As well as being calm
on the ball, he is often the first player
back to defend.
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U11 & U14 TOUR
U11 Lions Squad:
Elliott Lee
Jack Ward
Katie Boyle
Kenzie Masters
Riley Farrant
Sam Turner
Thomas Joyce
U11 Lions Manager:
John Boyle
U14 Tigers Squad:
Callum Evans
Fergus Gibbons
Harry Gentle
Jack Bowman
Jamaine Galya
James Norris
Mack Cook
Mark Whitrow
Max Garthwaite
Thomas Westcott
Tommy Boyle
U14 Tigers Manager:
Sean Westcott
U14 Tigers Coach:
Chris Evans
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CHÂTELAILLON-PLAGE, FRANCE
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GIRLS U11 LIONESSES
Sponsor:
Office Portfolio
Harlow Glass
Squad:
Abigail Morris
Albany Jackson
Bella Gray
Beth Hawthorne
Darcey O'Brien
Grace Honour
Katie Boyle
Lois Gammon
Lola Thomas
Taylor Edwards
Manager:
Fiona Davies
Coaches:
John Boyle
Marc Rawling
Tony Clare
Girls Football Co-ordinator:
Richard Thom

After a year of training as a girls
squad, the girls formed an under
11s team and this has been their
first season in a league, and what a
fantastic first season it has been!
The season has been a challenge
and a learning curve for us all –
players, parents and coaches. The
girls have given it their best and
more, never giving up and never
letting their heads go down.

noise), for putting up and taking
down the goals on match days and
being the match day delegates.
The girls are an absolute pleasure to
manage and I look forward to next
season… Well done girls.
Fiona

The season started with the bare
seven in the team and the girls
found matches tough. The girls
joined the under 11s league but as
a combined team of under 10s and
11s meaning a number of players
have been playing a year up. Some
of their first few games were
against tough teams in the league.
The girls battled hard but after
just three weeks their first goal
was scored and confidence grew.
Numbers grew and by the end of
the season we now have a squad of
ten, all eager to play, whatever the
weather!
The girls battled on, improving
every game and have won some
matches in great style with some
excellent goals. The style of play
has been enjoyable to watch, some
fantastic skills and passing, using
what they learnt the previous year
and also from the coaching sessions
this season. The improvement in
just one season has been immense.
A special thank you to Tony Clare
for coaching the girls as work
commitments have meant I haven’t
been able to get home to coach the
girls during the week. I would also
like to thank John Boyle who has
assisted me in managing the girls
on match days, and more recently
also coaching the girls.
A big thank you to the parents and
Richard Thom for their ongoing
support (and positive matchday
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PLAYER OF THE SEASON
Grace Honour
Grace has had a fantastic season,
in both in defence and midfield
positions and consistently
performed at a high level
throughout the season. Grace has
been a good leader and shown her
maturity on the pitch by adapting
to different positions and is an
asset to the team.

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER

MANAGER'S SPECIAL AWARD

CLUBMAN AWARD

Albany Jackson
Albany has come out of her shell
during the season and has been
a rock in defence, always giving
100%. Albany times her movement
and tackles well and listens well to
the coaches. Albany is always keen
to learn and developed into a great
team player.

Taylor Edwards
Golden Boot
Taylor is the under 11s top goal
scorer in a difficult season where
goals have been hard to get but well
earnt. Taylor has used her strength,
height and knowledge of the game
to create goals and has a great eye
for the target.

Beth Hawthorne
Beth stepped up to be the team
goalkeeper at the start of the
season with little experience. Beth
has made some outstanding saves,
including saving a penalty kick two
weeks running. Beth commands her
box, is a good shot stopper and her
goal kicks have improved greatly.
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U11 LIONS
Sponsor:
Burrowfield Autos
Squad:
Albie Costas
Callum McCarthy
Daniel Perryment
Fergus Bryant
Finlay Bryan
Folu Alomaja
Franklin Straughn
Jack Galloway
Jesse Oluwagbemiga
Joseph Burns
Louis Osman
Luke Hewitt
Thomas Joyce
Manager:
Paul Hewitt
Coach:
Erol Osman
Team Administrator:
Nicki Boyle

With a change of format from 7
to 9 a side the Oranges initially
struggled to fill the team. With
a promising point from our first
game the Oranges then went on a
six game losing streak, losing some
matches quite heavily. With the
absence of enough players to have
any subs and the increase in match
time the final quarter of the game
became our nemesis, however we
fought back.
With a drop down of two divisions
after Christmas, and an increase
in our squad size, results began to
improve, the team gelled better and
became confident in each other and
began to enjoy playing, resulting in
six unbeaten league matches.
Throughout the season all players
have developed, the team have a
great understanding of each others
ability and I look forward to working
with them again next season.
As always with awards some
players are missing out. Albie
Costas has been superb in midfield
this season and occasionally
even heads the ball now. Folou
Alomaja has played a variety
of positions, even deputising in
goal and performing admirably
despite unorthodox methods. Jack
Galloway has been his consistent
self, strong in the tackle and has
grown more confident as the
season has progressed. Jesse
Oluwagbemiga has score some
wonderful goals this season,
including a fine header in our last
game. Joseph Burns is building
in confidence with each game,
becoming move involved with each
performance. Luke Hewitt has had
a frustrating season as a result
of injury, limiting his appearances
and playing time, but has still
managed to score a number of
goals and is hoping for a full return
next year. We are sad to be losing
Daniel Perryment this year, he is
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a remarkable player and has been
a credit to the team, he is always
strong on the ball and has added
finishing to his many talents.
Thank you to Burrowfield Autos
for sponsoring the team this
season. Thank you to Erol Osman
for stepping up and assisting
throughout the season. Special
mention to Nicki Boyle who
has succeeded in keeping us all
organised through another season
of football, including taking a
number of players with her on a trip
to France for a tournament over
Easter.
Thank you to the parents for their
support and finally thank you to all
of the players, for another enjoyable
season.
I look forward to next season.
Paul

BURROWFIELD
AUTOS

ORANGES

PLAYER OF THE SEASON

MANAGER'S SPECIAL AWARD

PLAYERS’ PLAYER OF THE SEASON

Finlay Bryan
Stepping up this season Finlay has
been one of our most consistent
performers, excelling at both ends
of the pitch, scoring the occasional
goal and assisting his defenders.
His quiet determination and reading
of the game have placed him in the
right positions at the right time on
many occasions.

Callum McCarthy
Always consistent, Callum has
made numerous spectacular
and vital saves. He is brave and
is developing his reading of the
game and distribution. His cat
like skills in goal have resulted in
some remarkable saves and he is
often complimented by opposing
managers.

Thomas Joyce
An outstanding season capped
with numerous goals Thomas’s
achievement for the players player
award shows how he is viewed
by his team mates, strong and
dependable Thomas has played in a
number of positions excelling in all.

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
OF THE SEASON

CLUBMAN AWARD

Louis Osman
Tied with Thomas as leading goal
scorer for this season, the award
has been presented to Louis as all
of his goals were achieved for the
U11 Orange Team. Louis pace and
determination to win the ball and
his skill at moving it around the
defence has lead to some fantastic
goals.

Fergus Bryant
Fergus has transitioned from an
attack minded player to a player
who regularly asks to play at full
back, a position that Fergus has
grown into as the season has
progressed and he has made the
rightback slot his own.

Franklin Straughn
Franklin has stepped up from the
U11 Blacks this season and has
been assured and strong as our
central defender. Franklin’s pace
has been a huge bonus and he has
grown into his position and role. We
look forward to Franklin’s continued
development next season.

LEADING GOAL SCORER
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U11 LIONS
Sponsor:
Red Indian Restaurant, WGC
British Premium Meat
Squad:
Alex Wight
Alfie Hutchinson
Bradley Brown
Elinge Mosima
Elliott Lee
Jack Ward
Jamie Gurney
Joseph Chell
Katie Boyle
Kenzie Masters
Riley Farrant
Sam Turner
Manager:
John Boyle
Coach:
Lee Hutchinson
Team Administrator:
Nicki Boyle

Another very enjoyable season
with the move to 9-a-side meaning
players having to learn how to deal
with the over complicated offside
rule and how to play in a proper
team shape. Our plan was to have
zero hours learning the offside rule
and we stuck to the plan! Personally,
I think people worry too much about
the offside rule at under 11 and
players soon pick it up and learn
how to play with offsides without
coaches and players becoming
obsessed with it!
We have had mixed results this
season but all games that we have
lost or drawn have been close and
the players have kept playing and
going until the end and have not
let their heads drop. This is really
important and a great attribute
to have in all games. Towards the
end of the season we achieved our
biggest win ever and the opposition
team completely fell apart after
a few goals had been scored,
something I think I would be right
in saying would not happen to our
team.
I want all players to feel
comfortable on the ball and have
tried to teach them to get the ball
under control and look up rather
than just kicking the ball straight
upfield. There is a time for this type
of play, but I want the players to
be comfortable on the ball and to
realise that they often have more
time than they think when the ball
is at their feet.
Team spirit is key, and togetherness
is a massive strength that cannot
be underestimated. I want the
players to encourage each other and
put effort in when they are playing
and if they do this then I can ask for
no more! They should also respect
each other and also respect the
opposition and referees.
This season we have also continued
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our post-match routine of well
done all, flapjacks from Alex and
off you go to enjoy the rest of your
weekend. No lectures, no upset and
hopefully all feeling good about
themselves and that they have
contributed something positive!
Near the end of the season a few of
the under 11s players and parents
were lucky enough to be on the
trip superbly organised by Nicki
to Knebworth’s twinning town
Chatelaillon-Plage. This really was
a great trip that I would love to do
again next year if possible.
We have a fantastic group of
players and parents and a great
team spirit and all I want is for them
to try their hardest, work for each
other and enjoy taking part in a
team sport. Our players and parents
together make a great squad and to
me this is how it should be.
As always, I must again thank
Nicki for all the work she does in
organising matches, training and
the finances as without her none of
this would happen.
Alfie Hutchinson
The season started with Alfie
in more forward positions and
positions that I think he is more
than capable of playing but
something was not quite right. We
switched him to right back (less
running!) and he has been fantastic!
With a great first touch, great pace
and very good at defending he took
to the position with ease. If right
back is to be AlfBurg’s position then
with dedication he will excel.
Riley Farrant
Riley is a lovely lad who likes to be
involved and take responsibility, he
also seems to enjoy a conversation
with opposing players! He has some
lovely skills and loves showing them
off, he can also pick out a nice pass.
I think Riley is the most used name

BLACKS

in the team and hopefully he likes
hearing his name as well!
Elinge Mosima
Elinge is a lovely polite lad who
has carried on from last season
and added goals to his game. Very
strong, a good runner with the ball
and great awareness. This lad never
gives up, ever and is a joy to have
in the team! All I can say to others
is look at Elinge’s never say die
attitude and take note, you will not
go far wrong!
Jack Ward
Jack was yet again our defensive
rock, a real leader who organises
and leads the defence superbly.
There’s never a complaint from Jack
and he’s a real team player who
has gone in goal when needed to
help out the team. Loves a battle

with opposing forwards and there’s
no easy game playing against
JackBurg!
Alex Wight
Alex played mainly in goal this
season and has done really well,
getting better as the season went
on and made some great saves.
He had a few chances to come
out of goal and play outfield and
performed really well each time
and scored a rocket of a shot in
one game towards the end of the
season that I thought would break
the goal!
Joseph Chell
Yet another newcomer to the squad
this season was Joseph who is a
very tall lad so I thought I had a
backup keeper for the team though
I think he’s much more comfortable

on the pitch. A lovely lad with a
great attitude, some good skills and
willing to play anywhere as he just
enjoys being on the pitch and being
involved.
Elliott Lee
The final newcomer to the squad
was Elliott who is a lovely lively lad
who brings the best out of his mate
Kenzie. I first saw Elliott train with
the Oranges before he joined our
group and I thought he was good. I
think it took him a while to get used
to the matches but as the season
went on he started to show what
he is capable of and I think he is
capable of a great deal! Technically
very good and very skilful. I’m
expecting Elliott to get better and
better next season!
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U11 LIONS BLACKS (continued)

PARENTS’/PLAYERS’
PLAYER OF THE SEASON
Joint winners with equal votes!
Katie Boyle
Katie got better and better as the
season went on. Played mainly right
midfield and never gives defenders
a rest. Direct when she needs to be,
skilful but also very clever and able
to pass and move when needed.
Only slight but she really does know
how to play the game and I think
big things lie ahead for KateBurg if
she continues to want to learn and
improve!
Kenzie Masters
A new addition at the start of the
season Kenzie started well and got
better as the season went on. A
quiet lad unless he’s with his mate
Elliott, Kenzie has played in defence
all season, mainly at left back as he
can use both feet well but also at
centre back and right back. He has
been a revelation and his defensive
awareness is fantastic for someone
so young. He loves a strong tackle
and there’s no easy game for
forwards against Kenzie!
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CLUBMAN
Kenzie Masters
The clubman award goes to Kenzie
who never misses games or training,
has a fantastic attitude and is a
pleasure to have in the squad.
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
Sam Turner
Another newcomer to the squad this
season and another slight lad who
loves getting stuck in which is great
to see! Sam has played in various
positions in defence and midfield.
His improvement throughout the
season has been great and he has
taken onboard the advice to get the
ball under control, put your head up
and pick a pass.

MANAGER’S PLAYER
OF THE SEASON
Jamie Gurney
To me our cheeky chappie Jamie is
a bit of an unsung hero! Not always
available, especially towards the end
of the season due to his go karting
skills and tends to be overlooked at
times due to being very adaptable
and able to play in various positions
throughout the team. Well I think
cheeky chappie Jamie is great,
he’ll play in about four different
positions in most games and never
complains and always gives 100%!
And not forgetting to mention that
he’s as tough as old boots and a
very good player with it!
GOLDEN BOOT
Bradley Brown
A very good season for Big Bad
Brad who played mostly as our
lone forward but also good enough
to play in any position including
keeper. Causes so many problems
for defenders with his strength,
dribbling skills and shooting ability.
He scored some great goals this
season and is a real handful for
defenders and we really miss him
when he is not in the team.

Barracudas Activity Day Camps, the UK’s
favourite school holiday provider for children
aged 4½ to 14 years will once again be open
at St Christopher’s School this summer!
80+ exciting activities including swimming,
fencing, archery, aqua slide, motorsports,
football, dance and much more!
Ofsted registered and high staff to child ratios,
plus parents of Knebworth F.C. receive an extra
£5 off the booking total if they quote code
KNEB2018 at the time of booking.
£5 will also be donated towards the club
funds for each booking.
Open summer 23rd July – 17th August.
Book now at www.barracudas.co.uk
or call 0845 123 5299

U12 LEOPARDS
Sponsors:
Ace Hoses
Squad:
Alfie Harrison
Charlie Rowe
Charlie Smyth
George Bagge
James Bedford
James Hamblett
Jamie Bell
Jacob Greener
Harvey Murphy
Luke Doherty
Samuel Westcott
Thomas Needham
Manager:
Darren Bedford
Coach:
Adrian Smyth
Team Administrator:
Adrian Needham

Having become richer for our
experiences of last year and adding
some new talent, we entered the
season with high expectations.
This took a knock when we were
beaten on the opening day, but
the boys dug deep and we went
on a solid run. Losing and drawing
just one game right through until
Christmas and only then coming
to an end in the later rounds of a
cup competition. This season has
seen us develop our mental game
by holding on to leads, edging the
close games that previous seasons
we could have lost. The boys are
now playing and working for one
another as a team. 2018 has been
very challenging and frustrating,
with many games of football being
called off due to bad weather. A
credit to the boys is their ability
to pick up where they finished
previously on occasions three weeks
before, if just a little less match fit!!
Moving to 11-a-side next season
will undoubtable provide further
challenges, but this TEAM of
boys have a history of taking
challenges in their stride. With the
overwhelming majority staying as a
team to face next season, we have
no doubt they will give it their all
and continue to display exemplary
sporting behaviour whilst being
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credits to us coaches, the club and
their parents.
We would like to thank Ace Hoses
for their continued support of our
teams and Paul Greener who was
instrumental in organising a kit for
the teams. Adrian Needham for
his tireless administration efforts
which seemed to grow with the
challenging conditions we have
had this year. Dave and Darren for
assisting with making sure training
sessions go ahead every week and
Jessica Bedford for her refreshment
activities, which have continued to
raise much needed funds for the
teams.
On a final and personal note,
thank you to James Bedford for his
flexibility and support, we agreed
when I became a coach he could
not feature amongst the awards,
as it would be impossible to make
an impartial decision. Another solid
year with nine goals predominately
from midfield, a spell covering goal
and he remains committed in every
tackle, including the ones he is
late for!
Thank you all.

ORANGES

PLAYER OF THE SEASON

MANAGER'S SPECIAL AWARD

PLAYERS’ PLAYER OF THE SEASON

For a second season this player
has edged the player of the season
award, despite some very tough
competition from his team mates.
Alfie Harrison won the award for
his commitment at both training
and matchday to play his best
football with maximum effort. A
real catalyst to get the whole team
running in top gear. His passion for
attacking a defender with the ball
has not only meant as a team we
are defending from the front, but
also it has provided opportunistic
goals and unnerved many defences.
We are sure Alfie will be the first
to thank his team in assisting
him reach nearly 40 goals this
season (end April 2018), what an
achievement.

A player that gives his all, in any
position he is asked to play, George
Bagge has been patient in waiting
for an opportunity in his favored
role. George has been putting
in consistent and commanding
performances in the various
position for many years. More
recently George has really taken
the opportunity within the heart of
midfield to command the games,
with his quick feet and tenacity he is
a driving force for the whole team.

Rewarding consistency, composure,
dedication and tenacity this year
Players' Player of the Season is
Charlie Smyth. Charlie has for
several seasons requested he plays
only at the heart of defence, his
hard work and solid performances
have been recognised by his peer
group after this season becoming a
rock at the back.

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
This year the award goes to a player
that has developed by pushing
himself to become a more rounded
player. Samuel Westcott has had a
solid season in various positions, but
his efforts in defence have won him
this award. He has pushed himself
from his comfort zone to developing
his overall game. Well done Samuel.

CLUBMAN AWARD
For all the players every season
brings a change in the rules, retreat
rule, playing times etc. Probably the
role that is most affected is that of
the goal keeper; the goal seems to
continually be increasing at a speed
that out strips their own growth
accompanied by more accurate and
harder strikes. Our clubman is Jamie
Bell for his unnerving command of
the goal and commitment to make
a match even if it means coming
from an airport on the day. He has
the desire to win, which means he
suffers the disappointed when on
the losing side, but he then bounces
back ready for the following week a
richer character.

PARENTS' PLAYER OF THE SEASON
When describing the winning
awards you can often run out of
superlatives to use, but not in
this case, as the same reasons
why Charlie Smyth was picked
for Players' Player has obviously
been recognised by the supporters.
As a team we are incredibly well
supported every week, which makes
it an even more satisfying award
to receive. Parents' Player is Charlie
Smyth.
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U12 LEOPARDS
Squad:
Alex Lightning
Callum King
Casper Aldrich
Charlie Shaw
Dylan Smart
Harrison Norris
Luke Aldrich
Lennie Clare
Liam Fletcher
Noah Childs
Noal Toal
Will Poultney
Manager:
Darren Aldrich
Coach:
Dave Poultney
Team Administrator:
Adrian Needham

When we received the list of teams
in our division ahead of this season,
we knew it would be tough. We
had played well and won most of
our games during the previous
season but lost a couple of players
including one to something called
“Rugby” as we were moving to
playing on Sundays.
We were placed into a division
that mostly contained teams
from the division above us in the
previous season. We also had to
incorporate three new players into
the squad. The coaches were very
conscious that we had started the
last 2 seasons very slowly before
getting on a roll. We were therefore
delighted to win our second game
of the season in a closely fought
home game in our return to the
Rec from Woolmer Green where we
were based last season.
The following week we played in
the most memorable game of the
season. A long road trip resulted in
us winning 14-1 despite trying to
keep the score down once we got to
6 goals early on.
The season got a lot tougher after
that! For a couple of months we
seemed to spend every other
week in Harlow (Mid Herts?!) and
the boys encountered a number
of opposition players who were
very physical and also very vocal!
A few defeats seemed to affect
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the harmony of the group and we
started noticing negative reactions
and arguments after conceding
goals. This inevitably led to more
goals being conceded and needed
addressing. It took us a few weeks
to convert this new found passion
into positive encouragement of
team mates and of course once
we did performances and results
improved again.
After the Christmas break we had a
run of good wins and performances,
defeating some teams who had
beaten us earlier in the season.
A downturn in results coincided
with the disappointment of a knee
issue for Noal, which meant he was
no longer able to play for us. It had
taken us a while to find his best
position within the team and having
done so our performances had
been better as we could play to his
strength of having time on the ball
to pick out killer passes. We hope
that he will be back playing before
too long.
Fortunately though, we ended the
season well with a hard fought draw
at a very strong Hatfield side before
comfortably avenging an earlier
narrow away defeat at home in our
last game of the season, playing as
well as we had all season, working
for each other and playing the
passing football we had encouraged
all season.

BLACKS

PLAYER OF THE SEASON

MANAGER' S SPECIAL AWARD

PLAYERS’ PLAYER OF THE SEASON

Harrison Norris
Mr 100%. In training and in games
he consistently works the hardest
and does whatever the coaches
ask of him. He may be one of the
smaller players but he wins most of
his tackles and never gives up, even
if a player occasionally beats him.

Will Poultney
Scoring 50+ goals the previous
season, Will could have kept doing
the same thing. He decided to
improve his all round game instead
by trying different things and
different positions throughout the
season. This not only improved
his own all round game it helped
improve others.

Callum King
A runaway winner in this year’s
voting. Callum has so much ability
on the ball and a real will to win.
This season he added goals to his
game too, finishing 2nd top scorer
in the team and when playing up
front created many chances for his
team mates spotting passes other
wouldn’t see.

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
Lennie Clare
The easiest award to give this
season! The improvement has
been dramatic. The ability was
always there but this season
Lennie has added concentration
and persistence to his game. Many
an opposition forward has felt the
force of a crunching Lennie tackle
this season.

CLUBMAN AWARD
Noah Childs
One of our new recruits who fitted
in at once. The easiest kid to coach,
polite at all times and he always
has a smile on his face. He plays
any position he is asked to without
complaint and gives his all both in
games and at training.
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U13 PANTHERS
Sponsors:
Mather Marshall
Squad:
Aaron Hazell
Archie Finch
Archie Redmond
Billy Grimes
Chaziel Kenids
Cory Ratcliff
Connor Clark
Dylan Wilson
Ernie Greengrass
Jack Catalosi
Jay Burgess
Mark Hewitt
Oliver Turner
Owen Dixon
Rangel Garcia
Rhys Deeks
Reece Willis
Manager:
Paul Hewitt
Team Administrator:
Tracie Hazell

Another season of rebuilding with
five players leaving and uncertainty
as to whether we would have
a team at all, slowly before the
season started the players started
to arrive…..if you build it they will
come.
We began the season full of promise
and despite some early set backs
the team began to grow, with an
established and solid back five that
allowed our attacking players the
freedom to express themselves.
Throughout the season the team
and individuals have developed, this
has been proven with recent results
where we have started to show
real competition against teams
at the top of the table running
them close and showing fight and
determination to the end of the
match.
The spirit and strength of this team
shows through every match, they
never give up, they never drop their
heads in defeat but always push
on and pull together and fight until
the end of each game and I hope
this strength and determination will
put them in excellent stead for next
season.
At the time of writing we are
preparing for our tournament at
Crystal Palace and look forward
to the experience of playing in a
premier league stadium.
As always there are some players
who have not won awards, but their
contribution is equally valuable.
Archie Redmond joined towards
the end of the season and has only
played a couple of games, but we
hope for his continued development
next season. Billy Grimes was ever
present at the start of the season
and his strength on the pitch was
an asset in our early games. Chaziel
Kenids has gone from strength to
strength and has only narrowly
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missed out on a number of awards,
his tackling ability has developed
immensely, and he never gives up.
Corey Ratcliff has developed this
season becoming more involved in
games offering a greater impact as
the season continued. Connor Clark
is a recent addition to the team,
with only a handful of appearances,
he is already gelling well with the
team and we look forward to seeing
more of what Connor has to offer
next season. Jack Catalosi is strong
and skilful but again has only
played a handful of games so far.
Jay Burgess was an integral part of
the team early in the season, and
had he continued with the Panthers
would surely have been a strong
contender for several the awards,
strong and fast we were sad to lose
him. Rangel Garcia has improved
week by week with some very
strong performances at the end
of the season, Rangel has played
numerous positions and developed
in all. Rhys Willis is another recent
addition and is developing well with
the team, growing in confidence
each week.
The team would like to thank
Mather Marshall for their continued
sponsorship this season. I would
also like to thank the parents for
their continued support with special
mention to Vernon Greengrass who
has stepped into the committee
meetings.
I would like to take this opportunity
to express my heartfelt thanks
and appreciation to Tracie Hazell
who is stepping back from her
Administrative Duties after five
turbulent years with the team, she
kept us running even when it looked
like we would not be, and we will
miss her dearly………..Tracie if this
changes your mind at all……...it’s
not too late!!!!!!

PLAYER OF THE SEASON

MANAGER'S SPECIAL AWARD

PLAYERS’ PLAYER OF THE SEASON

Owen Dixon
Owen is a new player with the
Panthers this season and has
already cemented his place in the
team. He is an extremely strong
and committed player who has built
a solid partnership with Ernie at
centre defence. Owen has scored
some cracking goals, but sometimes
needs to be reminded which end to
shoot at.

Aaron Hazell
Mr Dependable, Aaron is strong,
composed and assured in his
approach to the game. Aaron’s
passing ability is very good, and
he remains calm under pressure.
Aaron is a long-standing member of
the Panthers, and he continues to
improve his game every season.

Rhys Deeks
Very skilful with a keen eye for goal,
Rhys has provided a number of
assists and has scored the second
most goals for the team. This has
been recognised by his peers who
have awarded him the players'
player trophy this year. Rhys is calm
and sure in his approach and his
team mates know they can rely on
him to be where he needs to be.

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER

Mark Hewitt
A switch back to left back has seen
Mark become more confident and
comfortable on the ball. Mark has
provided assists and the odd goal
and is developing an attacking
side to his left back role. Mark's
improved performances have been
recognised by both parents and
players alike.

Archie Finch
Another new player, Archie’s strong
running and direct approach has
resulted in a number of goals and
assists for his team mates. Archie
never gives up and his contribution
to the team this season has been
invaluable, it's been a joy to watch
his development.

CLUBMAN AWARD

LEADING GOAL SCORER
Dylan Wilson
In his first season Dylan has scored
over 20 goals for the Panthers.
His direct approach and ability to
find the back of the net has been a
huge asset to the team. Dylan has
often been a loan striker making his
achievement even more special.
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U14 TIGERS
Match Day Kit Sponsor:
John Boyle Computer Services
Sweatshirt Sponsor:
Putterills of Knebworth
Squad:
Albie Lewis
Alex Stokes
Alfie Briggs
Callum Evans
Fergus Gibbons
Harry Gentle
Jack Bowman
Jamaine Galya
James Norris
Lewis Thurlbourne
Mack Cook
Mark Whitrow
Max Garthwaite
Oliver Silverstone-Rogers
Thomas Hannan (Captain)
Thomas Westcott
Tommy Boyle
Will Hodges
Manager:
Sean Westcott
Coach:
Chris Evans
Team Administrator:
Nicki Boyle
Match Day Delegate:
Mick Cooper
5 Years’ Service Award:
Harry Gentle
Thomas Hannan
10 Years’ Service Award:
Mark Whitrow

This season has seen the team
progress, with an influx of new
players and the boy’s continued
development and ability to try to
play the game in the right way.
Moving back to the Royston Crow
League Division Two the boys
have consistently maintained a
top half position and this despite
losing many games to the weather
between January and March, leading
to a fixture back log towards the
end of the season.
We welcomed new players; Alfie,
Jack, Jamaine, Lewis, Mack, Max,
Oliver and Will and all have
contributed to strengthening the
team, with a special mention to
Jamaine whose pace and power
has been frightening defences all
season. It has been particularly
pleasing for us as coaches that on a
number of occasions the opposition
coaches have complimented us
on the way the team tries to play
football. Particularly in the second
half of the season, some of the
football the boys have played has
been wonderful to watch.
We have also been much better at
spreading the goals across the team
this season, Jamaine has managed
to score 42 goals, which is a great
return seeing as he only played 16
games. We wish Jamaine all the
best in his trial with Peterborough
Football Club. Callum, 18 goals;
Tommy, 12 goals; Harry, 9 goals;
and most of the other outfield
players have managed to get goals.
Our season eventually finished at
the end of May, finishing third, in
an extremely close and competitive
division that saw us finish five
points off the eventual winners.
The boys can be proud of what
they have achieved and the style
of football they have played this
season.
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Our last seven games saw us score
an impressive 35 goals with 11 of
those goals against the two teams
who finished above us. A total of
105 goals for the season, which
includes 94 league goals, is the
most we've ever managed.
At Easter we went on Tour to
Châtelaillon-Plage where we played
Les Diables Rouges twice and won
both games - Our European crown
remains intact. A big thank you to
Nicki Boyle for organising this trip
and for getting us home.
With further development we can
look forward to another successful
season next year.
Special thanks to John Boyle
Computer Services and Putterills
of Knebworth for their continued
support of the team, Mick Cooper
for being an excellent match
delegate and Nicki Boyle for all her
organisation skills and doing all the
things that go unnoticed.
Also a big thank you for anyone
who has run the line for us this
season, it really is a big help and
allows the coaches to concentrate
on managing the team.
Well done boys, let’s kick on again
next season!
Sean and Chris.

PLAYER OF THE SEASON

MANAGERS' SPECIAL AWARD

PLAYERS’ PLAYER OF THE SEASON

This award goes to Mack Cook.
Mack joined us this year and
has had a great season, mainly
operating at right back, offering us
pace and 100% commitment. He
is always looking to get forward
and has also contributed with three
goals, including the goal of the
season! Well done Mack, keep it up!

This award goes to Harry Gentle.
Harry always gives everything on
the pitch, has improved his game,
never complains and is a joy to
coach. Harry has also helped to train
the Under 5s as part his Duke of
Edinburgh's Award this year. Well
done Harry!

Once again this year, this award
goes to James Norris. This is not
just a sign of James’ popularity
within the squad but a testimony
to his commitment to the team.
James has also turned into a very
accomplished player with great
pace. Well done James!

CLUBMAN AWARD

PARENTS' PLAYER OF THE SEASON

This award goes to Thomas
Westcott who has the highest
attendance for matches and training
this season. Thomas always puts in
the hard yards in central midfield
and is always totally committed to
the team. Well done Thomas!

This award goes to Mack Cook after
an extremely close contest. Mack
adds this to the player of the season
award and he should be very proud
of his first season at Knebworth.
Well done Mack!

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
This award goes to Mark Whitrow.
Mark is one of the original squad
members and this has been his
best season by far. He is giving
us full commitment and energy
and has improved his ball skills
immeasurably this season. Well
done Mark, let’s go on again next
season!
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U16 WILDCATS
Sponsor:
First Response Fire Safety UK
Squad:
Bella Townsend (Captain)
Danielle Cook
Ellie Colyer
Emily Cooper
Gracie Manning
Hannah Williams
Jodie Anderton
Katy Bygrave
Lottie Burtenshaw
Louise Sollis
Megan Dent
Morgan Pugh
Nicole Madell
Manager:
Stuart Townsend
Coach:
Lee Anderton
5 Years’ Service Award:
Hannah Williams
Jodie Anderton
Louise Sollis
Morgan Pugh

In previous articles, I’ve usually written
an account of the past season reflecting
on where we’ve finished, the highs and
lows, the goals and near misses, but this
time I’d like to take this opportunity
to personally pay tribute to a fantastic
bunch of the girls, the Knebworth FC
Wildcats.
Lottie Burtenshaw
Over the time I’ve known Lottie, I
couldn’t have asked to coach more of a
kind, considerate, heartfelt young lady.
Lottie has been an absolute rock for me
and the squad. I don’t know of a braver
goalie who has kept us in many games
and made some seriously world class
saves. I know she works ever so hard
away from football and I’m going to
miss seeing her colourful face painted
on a Saturday morning. Lottie, you’ve
been an absolute star in the time I’ve
known you and you’ll always be the
best keeper to me.
Megan Dent
Out of all the girls that I’ve either
watched play or played for me over
the seasons, I think I’ve witnessed the
biggest change in Megan. From a player
that was a little shy in confidence and
quite quiet, Megan has blossomed into
a wonderfully confident and skilful
player who has a huge impact in the
squad. Making that left back position
her own, I believe that she has only
been substituted once this season so
that tells you the contribution that she
makes in matches. Megan, watching
you develop into a fantastic left back,
full of confidence is a testament to you
working hard and never giving up.
Bella Townsend (Captain)
I know Bella will probably be
embarrassed by this write up but what
the heck! Similar to other player’s
parents, I’ve been lucky enough to
watch my daughter play in a sport that
she absolutely loves. Bella has made
me proud in everything that she has
achieved in her time at Knebworth,
playing since she was about 9, she has
grown to be a fantastic player, with
wonderful vision, calmness and attitude
and I truly believe she will only develop
as an even better player in the future.
Bella, despite you answering me back on
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numerous occasions, watching you play
as you do just fills me with pride.
Hannah Williams
I’ve said before and I say it again, I
don’t know any other 16 year old
girl who is always so cheery and in a
good mood!! Hannah lightens up any
training session, always ready to have a
laugh but will work hard when needed.
Playing centre half,, Hannah’s been solid
and constantly reliable shoring up the
defence whenever needed, however
when we have leaked in goals, you can
always rely on her to be one of the first
to encourage the girls to get their heads
up and go again. Hannah, you’ve been
amazing in every season and even when
it’s been raining, you’ve always brought
the sunshine.
Jodie Anderton
Despite the fact that Jodie despises
running and often moans that she
wants to come off, Jodie has been
consistently superb in every game this
season. She has absolutely bossed
that right back position, rarely being
beaten by wingers she has started
many forward attacking play. Jodie’s
performances this season have been
nothing short of first class and seen her
become the worthy recipient of Player
of the year, which is fully deserved.
Jodie, I’ve absolutely loved coaching
you, you just make me smile with
your dry sense of humour and again,
watching you in games you’ve given me
absolutely everything and that’s all I can
ever ask.
Morgan Pugh
Morgan is another player that I’ve
watched over the seasons grow into a
fantastic player. Morgan just lives for
football and has been a fully committed
player for many years, always wants
to play and disappointed when games
and training are sometimes called off.
Morgan is a terrific player and has one
of the best left foots I’ve seen in my
time in football. My overriding memory
of Morgan will be watching my number
11, with the ball at her feet, driving
down the left wing and then crossing
a superb ball into the box for someone
to finish. Morgan you have consistently
been 100% committed in your time
at Knebworth, a model player and I do

sincerely hope to see you play again.
Louise Sollis
What can I say about our Lou Lou…
I don’t think I could have asked for
anything more out of her over the
seasons she has been at Knebworth. A
player that’s constantly smiling (unless
side-lined injured!) This season Louise
has been a rock in midfield, you can
count on her to get stuck in into any
situation and she’ll never shy away from
any tackle no matter the opposition.
When I think of all the great centre
midfield players that I’ve seen play,
Louise is going to be right up there! Lou
Lou, you have such a warm, down to
earth personality and I know the battler
in you in means you’re going to be a
huge success in whatever you do, and
always with a smile on your face.
Danielle Cook
Another player that just eats and sleeps
football! Danielle is truly the model
player, the utmost professional both
in training and on the pitch. She will
work tirelessly for the team in every
performance and give her absolute all.
Another player who almost bounces
into training, the first to start running,
leading the way which shows the
character of Danielle… always a winner.
She battles so hard, even when she’s

injured, and is honestly the best corner
taker I’ve seen!. Danielle, I know you are
your biggest critic, but you have played
with heart in every game and your
passion for football is a real testament
to you. You are a role model for any
player in football.
Ellie Colyer
Ellie is just one player that I could
never tire of watching, and over the
seasons she makes playing football
look effortless. Her vision, energy and
reading of the game is second to none
and her passing is just sublime. You’ll
always find Ellie will a ball at her feet,
either juggling with it or pinging balls
into the back of the net. Ellie has been
an absolute pleasure to coach over the
seasons, a great attitude, always happy
and willing to do her very best. Ellie,
I sincerely believe there is a future in
football for you. I know you are going
on to college to play and so I wish you
every success, and I for one would be
only too happy to pay to see you play.
Katy Bygrave
Well where do I start about our Katy?!
Over the seasons I feel like I’ve gained
another daughter! If it’s not looking
after her jewellery (which I often lose)
or subbing her so she can do her hair,
then I’m doing her laces up! But that all

said, Katy comes into her own is when
she’s on that right wing with the ball at
her feet driving down the line!! She has
been solely responsible for setting up so
many goals over the seasons with her
fantastic crossing and not forgetting
bagging her fair share too. Katy, you
have given me so much joy in coaching
you, you have such a lovely personable
nature and I am going to surely miss
that.
Gracie Manning
Gracie is just another player that I have
had the pleasure to see grow more and
more in confidence in each game. Gracie
has blistering pace and will run and run
all game. When played high up the pitch
Gracie has scored herself a fair share
of goals and for me scoring one that I’ll
never forgot… an actual header from a
corner!! Gracie, can play in virtually any
position on the pitch and will do so with
100% commitment which is all you can
ask. Gracie, for someone to join not so
long ago, and to become the player you
have is a tribute to your hard work and
dedication. To watch you develop like
you have has been a joy.
Nicole Madell
I’ve only had the pleasure of coaching
Nicole for one season but she has given
absolutely everything for the team,
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Joining the squad at the beginning
of the season, Nicole was quite quiet
initially (understandably) but she let
her feet and skill do all the talking. This
player has an abundance of artistry, deft
title turns, drag backs etc, great vision…
and she won’t shy away from any player
or challenge. Nicole, watching you, your
bravery and your whole attitude to
football is a huge testament to you, and
anyone who wants to see a player play
with so much heart needs to watch you.
Emily Cooper
Seeing Emily at her best is just
awesome! She is lightning quick and
has terrific skill. There’s nothing more
exciting that watching Emily pick up
the ball in the opposition half, a few
roll overs and then she’ll turn on the
pace leaving players behind her, nine
times out of ten burying the ball with
the deftest of finishes. She is an out and
out winner and wants to score in every
match and has been the team’s top
scorer over the last two seasons. Emily,
your pace and finishing is frightening
and it has been an absolute pleasure
to watch in every match. I know you’re
going to doing fantastically well in your
new team.
Parents
Obviously I can’t sign off without saying
a massive thank you to you the parents,
your support over the seasons has been
so much appreciated. You’ve stuck with
me through thick and thin, rain and
shine, through all my good decision (and
bad formations, substitutes etc.. lol!)
but let’s not forget we’ve all watched
our daughters (and granddaughters)
play in a fantastic team with a brilliant
bunch of girls, they’ve played some
wonderful football most of important of
all, they’ve all enjoyed it.
Lee
To Lee, together we’ve been through
it all pal!! Standing pitch side, we’ve
orchestrated some beautiful football,
(let’s forget the times when we’ve
made a sub and the opposition has
scored!) but I couldn’t have done any
of this without you and nor would I
have wanted to. Cheers Lee, it’s been
emotional mate, but a real laugh and
above all I’ve made a really good mate.
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Finally and lastly to my girls, there
aren’t enough words to describe how
much I’m going to miss you all when
next season kicks off…
I know some of you will carry on playing,
I know some of you will perhaps leave
football and get jobs etc.. and sadly I
don’t know if there will be a Wildcats
team next season. But always remember
each and every one of you, the times
you’ve all shared together, you’ve
celebrated together, the times when
you’ve dug deep and pulled together
(Denham Utd!!) but more importantly
the friends you have made, you girls
will always be team mates and that’s
something you need to cherish. You all
have given Lee and I, and all the parents
memories to treasure and that girls we
thank you for.
Girls it’s been an absolute honour.
Stu
ONE FINAL COMMENT
Stuart,
Finally, a massive thank you to you from
everyone involved with the Wildcats.
I know you've been involved with the
club for a number of years now, but you
have been in charge of the Wildcats
for the last 3 seasons. Over this period,
you have got the girls playing terrific
football at times, and more importantly
they've been enjoying it, and they play
with a smile on their faces. You've been
a joy to stand on the side lines with, and
you do so much more behind the scenes
than people sometimes realise. You also
do a great end of season BBQ!
So from myself, the players and the
parents - Thank you!!
Lee.

PLAYER OF THE SEASON
Jodie Anderton
Possibly the most consistent player this
season and completely made the right
back position her own over the last
couple of seasons. She’s not afraid to
get stuck in to the tackles, whilst she
also has a great eye for a pass.
Louise Sollis
The rock in midfield that can always be
relied upon. She always gets stuck in, no
matter who we are playing or what the
situation is. Definitely one of the best
central midfielders in our division, and
she also pops up with a goal or two.

PLAYERS OF THE SEASON

MANAGER'S SPECIAL AWARD

PLAYERS’ PLAYER OF THE SEASON

Jodie Anderton
Possibly the most consistent player this
season and completely made the right
back position her own over the last
couple of seasons. She’s not afraid to
get stuck in to the tackles, whilst she
also has a great eye for a pass.

Lottie Burtenshaw
Lottie is one of the longest standing
players in the Wildcats, and has been
a great goalkeeper throughout that
time. She literally puts her body on the
line each week diving at the feet of
opposing strikers, and making quality
saves. Most other managers tell us how
good she is, and how they’d like her
in their team. Without doubt the best
Keeper in our division.

Jodie Anderton
I think this award shows just how much
of a great season Jodie has had. Picking
up the Player of the Year award and
the Players' Player just illustrates the
brilliant performances she has given this
season. To be voted for by your fellow
teams mates is a huge achievement and
honour. Well done Jodie.

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER

CLUBMAN AWARD

PARENTS’ PLAYER OF THE SEASON

Katy Bygrave
Katy sometimes lacks confidence, but
she has had a fantastic season on the
right wing. She has set up numerous
goals with her superb crosses, and even
more chances that weren’t converted.
She has also managed to score a few
herself, and won a number of Player of
the Match awards this season.

Megan Dent
Megan is another one of the longest
standing players in the Wildcats, and
has probably been the player who has
improved the most over that time. She
has really made the left back position
her own, and her skill and application
sees her pull off some great moves, and
allows herself time on the ball.

Nicole Madell
In Nicole’s first season for the Wildcats,
she has made a real impact and fully
deserves this award. Her touch and ball
control are superb, and she’s not afraid
to get stuck in. She’s won many Player
of the Match awards this season, but I’m
sure her favourite was the one she got
against her old team!

Louise Sollis
The rock in midfield that can always be
relied upon. She always gets stuck in, no
matter who we are playing or what the
situation is. Definitely one of the best
central midfielders in our division, and
she also pops up with a goal or two.
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FIRST AND
RESERVE TEAMS
Sponsors:
Raja Tandoori
Mather Marshall Estate Agents
2017/18 Coaching Team:
Christian Lett
Leon Gutzmore
Liam Errington
Ciara Allan
Ben Anderson
Carl Smith
Sam Bysouth
MILESTONES
100 appearances
Charlie Pratt
Callum Rowe
50 appearances
Billy Mulley
50 goals
Charlie Pratt
25 goals
Marcus McKechnie

A huge thank you to Raja Tandoori and
Mather Marshall Knebworth estate
agents for their generous support this
season, in particular Darren Gilbert of
Mather Marshall who has been a regular
spectator and kindly donated bubbly to
celebrate our Greg Cup win.
As ever, there is a small army of people
whose volunteer support often goes
unnoticed so we’re grateful to you all:
Clare Biddle for all that she does behind
the scenes; Nigel Goodridge for his help
setting up on matchdays; Mick Cooper
for acting as our league representative;
John Albon who creates a fantastic
match day programme every week;
Neil Parker and Dan Looney for their
support of the Seniors; Alan Sleator for
generously giving his time to capture
the highs and lows in photograph;
and Brenda Scott for producing our
accounts.
We’re grateful to all our coaches for
their hard work over the course of the
season: Christian Lett, Leon Gutzmore,
Liam Errington, Ciara Allan, Ben
Anderson, Carl Smith, Sam Bysouth.
Thanks also to those that have been
along to support the teams this season,
particularly Anne, Jeff, Peter, Roy and
Phil.
First team
After an inconsistent start to the
season which saw highlights of 6-0
and 5-0 wins against FC Lemsford
and Buntingford Town respectively,
2018 started on a positive note with
four straight wins in January. February
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kicked off with a heavy defeat to
runaway league leaders Bovingdon and
we never really recovered our form.
During that period joint manager Leon
Gutzmore left the club and Christian
Lett stepped down, with Carl Smith
and Ben Anderson moving up from the
Reserves to manage the team.
Reserve team
Having made an excellent start in
September, scoring 19 goals in an
unbeaten first four games, the Reserves
never fulfilled their potential in the
league and had to settle for a midtable
finish having drawn almost half of their
games. But they proved to be ruthless
in cup competitions and lifted the Greg
Cup with a devastating 7-0 victory, and
were runners-up in the Bingham-Cox
cup.
Greg Cup
The Greg Cup dates back to 1910 when
it was established as the North Herts
Junior Cup.
Knebworth first lifted the trophy in the
1922/23 season, again in 1946/47
and for a third time in 1988/89.
Knebworth’s fourth victory puts
us ahead of Buntingford Town and
Codicote, and level with Walkern.
Up until the turn of the century the
competition had a unique rule in that
players who had lifted the trophy would
not be permitted to play in the Greg Cup
again; therefore eliminating any one
club’s dominance of the competition.

FIRST TEAM PLAYER
OF THE SEASON

RESERVE TEAM PLAYER
OF THE SEASON

Dave Bass
His commitment and exceptional
attitude made him one of the first
names on the teamsheet.
First team Players’ Player of the season

Louis Gilbert
His terrific goal return of 40 helped the
Reserves lift the Greg Cup and finish
runners-up in the Bingham-Cox cup.

FIRST TEAM PLAYERS’ PLAYER
OF THE SEASON
Dave Bass
It is testament to the way he has
conducted himself since joining last
summer that the squad have chosen
him for this award.

YOUNG PLAYER OF THE SEASON
Jack Holmes
Our 16-year old centre back consistently
gave assured performances this season,
showing he has a bright future.
CLUBMAN OF THE SEASON

RESERVE TEAM PLAYERS’ PLAYER
OF THE SEASON
Marcus McKechnie
Leading by example and willing to play
anywhere he was needed, his drive
and energy dragged the team through
games.

Ciara Allan
Her guidance and fresh ideas have
developed the rest of the coaching
team, introducing innovative ways of
working. Her outstanding commitment
has been demonstrated by juggling FA
work commitments in the South West
and regularly making training and
matches.
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VETERANS
Squad:
Alex Hamer
Alistair Moye
Andy Wray
Barney Buck
Christian Lett
Dave Jordan
Dave Knights
Dave Millhouse
Frazer Triggs
Gavin Simpson
Greg Millhouse
James Hobbs
Lewis Coward
Martyn Brown
Paul Matthews
Reece Arbon
Ross Jackson
Ross Murphy
Steve Banks
Stuart Hawkins
Tony Malocco
Wayne Clark
Managers:
James Hobbs
Lewis Coward
Fixture Secretary & Treasurer:
John Boyle
Chairman & Pub Liaison Officer:
Alistair Moye
Referee Liaison Officer:
Dave Jordan

The Veterans transitioned from the
Aldrich-Hobbs era to the HobbsCoward era without difficulty.
The joint managers James Hobbs
and Lewis Coward masterminded
an increase in the win rate from
40% to over 60%, a move up to
third in the league and a place in
the League Cup final. Overall, the
tactical selection nous of Hobbs,
and delegation of decision making
by Coward was apparent to all,
particularly when substitutions
needed to be made, or not made.
We welcomed several new and
younger players to the squad.
Christian Lett, Frazer Triggs, Alex
Hamer, Ross Jackson, Tony Malocco
and Reece Arbon all joined the
squad to bring the average age
down significantly. Once these
players adapt to playing with
limited fitness and constant injuries
they will make a big impact on
the team. We wait patiently. The
new players were taken under the
wing of our oldest, strongest and
most (orange) tanned player, Dave
Knights. Dave, in his 42nd season
of over 35s football, has diligently
coached the new players using the
three step Vets player development
model known as “RAP”. Step 1
REALISE you are not the player
you once were, Step 2, ACCEPT
you are not the player you once
were, Step 3 PLAY within your new
limitations. All the new players have
now passed through the REALISE
stage, and are working hard on the
ACCEPT stage. It was great to see
Lewis, in his second full Vets season,
progress through to the PLAY stage
this season when he stopped taking
corners, and reduced all passes to a
maximum of 5 yards.
Whilst the season was successful
with an improved league position, it
was still a season of frustration. We
dominated many matches without
converting possession and chances
into goals. We lost five competitive
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games, and in four of those matches
we lost out by just a single goal.
These were all close games that
could have gone the other way – a
couple more league wins could have
seen us challenging Willows for the
title. As a defender, I blame the
forwards.
We failed at the first hurdle in the
County Cup, defeated by a strong
Hitchin Town who had plenty of
good non-league experience. We
were a bit below full strength and
without a recognised keeper, again
losing out by a single goal despite
having chances to win the game. In
the John Boyle sponsored League
Cup we have reached the final after
good wins against Lilley Rangers
and Welwyn Sports. The final takes
place a few days after the deadline
for this report. Hopefully by the
time this report is published the
Vets will have won their trophy
since Dave Jordan’s first season in
1979.
Big thanks to John Boyle for
continuing to run the league with
great efficiency, even launching his
own Cup competition. He will be
embarrassed if we win… “fix, fix…”.
Thanks to Dave Jordan for finding
us a referee each week and Alistair
Moye for booking food at the
Chequers in Woolmer Green. Alistair
has not actually been seen since the
Hitchin Town match, in his defence
it was a big pitch and they were a
decent side.
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CLUB AWARDS
5 v 5

&

7 v 7

T E A M S

CLUB PLAYER

CLUB GOALKEEPER

TEAM OF THE YEAR

Winner: Joshua Smith
Under 8 Jaguars Oranges

Winner: Finn Hobbs
Under 8 Jaguars Silvers

Winner: Under 11 Lionesses

Joshua’s hard work this season has
seen his skills develop and produce
27 goals, and also be selected
for his school team. Although he
doesn’t have much choice in being
the first to arrive and last to leave,
Joshua has shown a terrific attitude
to helping carry equipment and
get things set up for matches and
training.

Finn’s bravery and excellent shot
stopping has inspired confidence
in his teammates throughout the
season. He has even helped another
team at his age group when they
have been short of players and
been praised for his outstanding
performances.

This new team have impressed
everyone with their attitude and
determination to improve, whatever
the score or the weather, and
play really well as a team. Their
development over the course of the
season has seen scores improve,
particularly when they play an
opposition for a second time. The
squad has been praised by their
coaches as good fun, keen to learn
and a pleasure to work with.

5v5 / 7v7 COACH OF THE YEAR
Winner: Sean Westcott
Under 5 Cubs
As well as his other roles with the club, Sean took on the U5s for 2017/18 and
it is for his dedication in helping create a fun and safe learning environment
that he receives this award. He has implemented a syllabus focused on players
developing their ball mastery, and helped make it fun and engaging with
stories of pirates and monsters. Over the course of the season, Sean has also
introduced some of the parents to coaching and mentored them so that they
can deliver sessions on their own and eventually take over the team.
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2017/18
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T E A M S

CLUB PLAYER

CLUB GOALKEEPER

TEAM OF THE YEAR

Winner: Harry Gentle
Under 14 Tigers

Winner: Oliver Turner
Under 13 Panthers

Winner: Under 11 Lions Blacks

Harry’s coaches have been
impressed with the football he
has played this season and his
commitment to helping the wider
Club by coaching a younger age
group. He has been an excellent
addition to the coaching team; as
well as helping set up practices
Harry gets involved in the coaching
and really tries his best to help the
children learn. Harry has shown a
passion to develop as a player and
coach, always listening to feedback
and trying to implement whatever
is asked of him in training, matches
or when coaching.

Oliver has worked hard to develop
his skills and over the course of the
season has become more composed
on the ball and improved his
communication with teammates.
His fantastic saves have helped the
side be competitive throughout the
season, boosting the confidence of
his teammates, and won him praise
from opposition coaches.

The team continues to improve and
no longer suffer regular defeats;
they have learnt to work hard for
each other and never let their heads
drop. Their results have reflected
their development by comfortably
beating opposition that had
previously given them a close game.
The season was capped by winning
the Welwyn Garden City tournament
in May after finishing top of their
group to progress to the knockout
stage.

9v9 / 11v11 COACH OF THE YEAR
Winner: John Boyle
Under 11 Lions Blacks
John’s positive impact on U11s has turned them into a competitive team who
enjoy their football. His practical approach and making enjoyment paramount
has instilled confidence, a terrific work ethic and team spirit. Mid way through
the season, John also stepped forward to help with the U11 Lionesses and has
brought similar results with his infectious passion for the game.
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YOUTH
PLAYERS
WANTED
Are you looking to
play for Knebworth
Football Club next
season?

We have youth teams playing in the Herts Development
League, Mid Herts, Royston Crow and Herts Girls
Partnership leagues.
If you are new to football or you are
looking to change clubs please contact
Sean on 07793 654816 or email
sean.westcott@knebworthfc.co.uk for
more details.

